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Girls’ Friendly Society Putting On
Interesting Entertainment Tonight

AFTER FORTY-SIX YEARS

OPENING DANCE

The youthful members of the Girls’
Friendly Society of St. Peter’s
Church present an entertainment this
evening at 7.30 in the Undercroft,
which promises to be most pleasing.
A two-act play “Aunt Deborah’s First
Luncheon” is being featured, with
this cast comprising Louise McIntosh,
Emma Harding, Feme Browne, Mar
gery Perry, Dorothy Boynton, Alice
Hapworth and Mary Buttomer. A
farce “Can You Beat It” will also be
given. In the cast are Alice Rapworth, Feme Browne, Emma Hard
ing and Margaret Hussey.
Miss Browne will also do a costume
song “Lindy.” Olive Carnes will be
announcer for the evening and will
also have charge of the candy table
where she will be assisted by Suzanne
Perry and Beulah Chielan. Miss
Boynton will direct the stage proper
ties. The entertainment has for gen
eral chairman Miss Margaret But
tomer, the efficient counsellor of the
Society, who has also coached the
plays.

NEXT FRIDAY

SAMUEL MILES BEQUEST
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He who foresees calamities suf- *
•- fers them twice over.—Porteus.
»
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In the mammoth and. colorful pa
rade whch will be the forenoon fea
ture of the American Legion’s Fourth
of July celebration in Rockland, will
be seen representatives of the Army
and Navy, 40 business floats, bands,
drum and bugle corps and other fea
tures. Prizes anil be given for the
best and funniest floats. Parade be
gins at 10 o'clock.

FREE

JUNE 24

The will of Samuel A. Miles, a
pioneer in organizing automobile
shows in« Chicago and New York,
leaves his entire estate, estimated
formally at "over $10,000,” to Isabel
! R. Miles of Christmas Cove, whose
I relationship is not disclosed. Miles
1 died in Bristol, England, last April 25.

CLARK ISLAND
SAME POPULAR ORCHESTRA
EVERYBODY WELCOME
Village Improvement Association

OPEN AIR

BOXING
COMMUNITY PARK, JULY FOURTH
7.30 P. M.

MAIN BOUT—SIX ROUNDS

Billy Nevins

vs.

Cyclone Sawyer

SEMI-FINAL—SIX ROUNDS
UNDS

Bud Fisher

Johnny Wilson

vs.

FOUR OTHER GOOD BOUTS
74 It

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT
CHATEAU MORET ORCHESTRA
“Sweetest Music This Side ol Heaven"
Buddy Fogg, Master of Ceremonies
DANCES EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY THROUGH JUNE

Beautiful Decorations—Marvelous Floor
Crystal
Ball

&tnnouncement
•J We wish to announce to our patrons who are on
diet, commencing Tuesday, we are serving Special
Luncheons for their convenience, through the co
operation of a Graduate Dietitian.
Have you tried our Whole Roast Stuffed' Chicken,
to take home for 85c

Also our Cole Slaw, which everyone is talking about
for 25c a quart to take out

We specialize on Shore, Chicken and Steak Dinners.
Special Sunday Chicken Dinners, 85c

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette,
Inc
402 Main Street

Tel. 1380

Rockland
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Dental Service
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We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
be governed by the limits of his income. We can

Gas-Oxygen
and Novo-Caln
for Painless
Filling
A Specialty

A Good Set of
upper or lower
TEETH
$15.09

HECOLITE
PLATES $30

That new material
light, durable and
easy to keep clean

Fillings

Examination
and
Estimate
Gladly Given

Cleaning
Bridgewnrk,

$1 up

f6

Novo-Cain
Gas-Oxygen,

$1

$2

1 Dr. Dana. S. Newman
||

359 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 1097-W

3

OVER PALMER’S JEWELRY STORE

3
=
3

HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday 8 A. M. to 8 P M.
Evenings By Appointment
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When one has been away from I
V
I
Rockland since 1886, and comes back
looking up old friends many surprises
await him—generally sad ones, for
many have passed from this vale ot
joy and tears, and are ever after tc
be recalled only as remembered in j
youth.
Thus came Harry R. Jackson of
San Francisco, Saturday, having j:i
mind Ralph L. (Ratty) Smith and a
few other of his contemporaries
whom he would look up in the 24 hours •
allotted for that purpose. He found
"Ratty” and they had a very happy
talkfest on old times, but most oi
those for whom he inquired were not
here, some no longer of the earthly.
His first duty was to go up on
Grove street where his boyhood days
were spent, finding that the dwelling
was still there, and holding its age
surprisingly well. And as he walked
about town he was surprised beyond
measure to note the improvements
which have been made, and how well
everything looked.
“I expected to see evidences of age,
and possibly of decay," Mr. Jackson
told a Courier-Gazette reporter, “but
instead I found the dearest little town
I know, a little gem set in beauti
ful surroundings.”
Of the present generation many
will ask: Who is Harry Jackson?
And some of the older citizens will
straightway recall that he is the son
of the late Joseph Jackson who was
the junior member of Hewett & Jackson, a dry goods concern well known
here in its day. Mr. Jackson, the
father, died two years ago at the ripe
age of 90.
When the family left Rockland in
'86 it went to Sacarrappa for a three
years’ stay—then to San Francisco
where the senior Jackson continued

in business for many years, and
finally to Hollywood which has been
the family home for eight years.
Harry R. Jackson, now manager o!
the Atlas Assurance Co., Ltd., thr
Manchester Assurance Co. and thr
Albany Insurance Co. with offices at
114 Sansome street, San Francisco
has frequently been back East as far
as New York and this time, when h(
came to attend a conference of man
agers he decided to visit the old
home town, while the Mrs. went
down into Nova Scotia to pay a long
delayed visit with her aunt. Later
they would meet for the leisurely re
turn journey, in the course of which
there would be golfing, fishing, con
tract, and such other diversions as
are congenial to folks in the prime
of life. Also Mr. Jackson had in
mind a visit to his mother's old home
in Damariscotta.
And while on the subject of family
a word about the other Jacksons: Au
gustus, brother of the Rockland visit
or, has a local insurance agency ir
San Diego, Calif., and Mary, the sis
ter, also living ln California, is now
Mrs. Nathan W. Stowell.
“It is very quiet ln California,” said
Mr. Jackson, “but with not quite
so much of the depression in the bay
section. My duties carry me into Tl
Western States, and of this number
the depression ls felt worst by Ari
zona and Montana, probably because
of the condition of the copper In
dustry."
Mr. Jackson says that political
sentiment has changed remarkably ln
the last 96 days and that California is
very certain to go for Hoover. The
Democrats in the Southern part of
the State favor Speaker Garner for
the nomination while in the North
ern part of the State considerable
Roosevelt sentiment is to be found.

CONTRIBUTED $3295

the club's activities in supporting
Rockland's social charities since 1925.
The sum of $3,295 has been contri
buted under these self-descriptive
headings:
Knox County General Hospital $1025
Tourist Camp ............................
28
Community Chest ..................... 400
Clothing—Christmas ................ 299
452
Boys' Work ........... ........ -....
325
Boys' Band ..........................
18
Coal ........................................
24
Milk .............-......... -...........
125
R. H. S......................... ..........
41
Board Girl ............................
62
Red Cross Relief ...............
40
State Police Rent....... .........
Information Bureau .................
398
Unemployment Relief ..............
25
30
Refreshments Battleship Utah
Harold Horrocks was voted into
membership and Harold B. Burgess
was a guest. Plans were discussed
for the approaching ball which will be
the social high light of the early
summer season. John H. McLoon is
general chairman.

THE LUCETTE

Switzer Inn

Painless
Extractions

$1 up
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ECHOES OF THE SPANISH WAR

Convention week in Rockland came I
to a brilliant close Saturday night,
after the Rockland hosts had demon
strated to the United Spanish War
Veterans and Auxiliary that the repu
tation gained by this city earlier in
the week was not merely a happen
stance.
Favored by the same delightful
weather which had marked the
Grand Army encampment the dual
conventions of Saturday brought
many delegates and visitors to the
Limerock City, and were classed as
among the best that the heroes and
heroines of 1898 had ever held.
The Spanish War Veterans held
their sessions at the Elks Home,
which retained the elaborate decora
tions that had been placed there for
the Grand Army encampment, a
corps of Elks was on hand to courte
ously supplement the efforts of the
Ibcal Spanish War vets, and the cosy
interior of the Home, as well as beau
tiful marine view from the shady

camp officers for not reporting the
deaths of comrades as they should.
Royal G. Latham, formerly nf
Rockland, and now a member of the
Lewiston camp, wras elected depart
ment commander,' being promoted
from the office of senior vice com
mander. He was succeeded in the
latter office by C. H. O'Neil of Port
land. The convention took on a live
ly aspect when it came to the election
of junior vice commander, for there
were three candidates, and four bal
lots were necessary before Stephen H.
Libby of Biddeford attained a ma
jority. His opponents were M. H
Connery of Augusta and F. B. Thorn
dike of Waterville, the latter with
drawing after the third ballot.
Four delegates to the national con
vention in Milwaukee were chosen—
James Kingston, Lewiston; John
Brady, Portland; M. M. Connery, Au
gusta and Charles Lampson, Bidde
ford.
It was voted to have a twoday con-

CHICKEN AND LOBSTER DINNERS
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MARTIN REPUBLICAN WINNER
Democratic Contest For Governor Still In Doubt
—Harding and Gillchrest Sheriff Nominees
—Burrows For County Attorney-Brazier
Wins Commissioner Contest—Moran Has It

Easy For Congress

Burleigh C. Martin, Who Appears To Frank F |Iardinp who Has Been ReHave Won the Republican Guber
nominated for Sheriff With Hand
natorial Nomination B.v a Margin
some Endorsement.
of Several Thousand Votes.

Elks Home Where the Annual Conve ntion of the United Spanish War Vet
erans Was Held, and Where the Visitors Were Shown Every Courtesy

lawn appealed strongly to the visitors, vention next year, on the third Fri
some of whom were seeing Rockland day and Saturday, place to be select
lor the first time. If there is truth ed by the Council of Administration.
While all this was ln progress at
in the old adage that first impres
“The Economic Short Circuit” was
sions are lasting the visitors will cer the Elks Home, the Auxiliary to the
! the subject selected yesterday at the
I Department of Maine, Spanish War
tainly want to come again.
; Forty Club by Louis A. Walker for an
•
•
•
•
Veterans was holding a largely atj exceptionally interesting and care- j
, fully thought out talk on present day '
Knox County was a dominant 1 tended convention in American Lei conditions. The speaker did not'
factor in the convention of the ; gion hall, busy every moment of the
I paint his word pictures in rainbow
I two strenuous sessions. These offihue but dealt with drab reality and
Spanish War Veterans, for the meet
1 cers were elected:
stressed the fact that the huge obli- |
ing was presided over by Amos D.
gations facing this nation todayi President—Honorc Stearns, Lewis
Stockwell of Camden, who has made ton.
must be paid by future generations.
He analyzed industrial and economic
a very energetic and successful com
Senior Vice—Agatha Cates, Au
well being and deplored the tendency
mander the past year, and the clerical gusta.
toward State socialism in this coun
work was in the hands of his efficient I Junior Vice—Emma Dick, Rock
try. He prophesied that in 12 years
adjutant, Major John Bird of Cam land.
economic necessity would force the
government into operation of rail
den. Later, as will be seen, the high
Judge Advocate—Elzina Miller,
roads and other public utilities if
est office within the Department's South Portland.
some serious consideration is not
gift was awarded to a man who spent
given the problem.
Chaplain—Julia Bennett, Bidde
Treasurer Lawrence Miller prehalf of his lifetime in Rockland.
GAIL SHARPE HONORED
ford.
| sented a highly interesting report of
The statistical report offered at the
Historian—Bdwina Baston, Port
New York-Rockland Girl Vice Presi morning session showed that the De
land.
dent of Christian Association At
partment has 14 camps with a mem
Patriotic
Instructor — Margaret
House In the Pines
PSYCHIC AND SPIRIT
bership of nearly 900, making a sub Fogg, South Portland.
At the election of officers of stu stantial gain under the Stockwell ad
MEDIUM
Conductor—Myra Watts, Rockland
dent organizations for 1932-33 at House ministration. The treasury had a
I tell you ex
Assistant Conductor—Pauline Kel
in the Pines, Norton, Mass., Miss
actly what
Gail Sharpe of New York and Rock balance of $604 at the end of the year ley, Biddeford.
you wish to
The report of the credentials com
land was chosen vice president of the
Guard—Anne Dolan, Portland.
know about
Christian association. At the com mittee showed 95 delegates and four
Assistant Guard—Mary Lindstrom
friends, ene
mencement exercises she was also alternates present, together with 60
mies, rivals,
South Portland.
awarded the honor of being made a
sweethe arts
permanent member of the student visiting members. The national en
• • • •
of future wife
council.
campment was represented by Past
or husband.
The Fvening Banquet
Miss Sharpe is the daughter of Dr. Junior Vice Commander-in-Chief
as case maybe, and everything else
and Mrs. William Sharpe, and grand
The
day
’s conventions found their
which you are interested in— daughter of Mrs. E. D. Spear. At House | William O. Stirling of Waterville.
without you speaking one word—
Past
Department
Commanders
pres

climax
in
the
banquet at Hotel Rock
in the Pines she has been active in
keeping nothing hidden from you,
sports and was a member of the bas ent were Auguste Gagnon and Wil land Saturday night. Preparations
and if I And I ran help you to
ketball and baseball teams. She also 1 liam A Paul of Lewiston, William
make your life brighter and happi
had been made for 125 guests, and the
was co-editor of athletics on the year
er I will inform you so at once.
book staff. Her name too has ap Wade from the National Home, Bert fact that there were 150 did not catch
Hours from 1 p.m. to 7 p. m.
peared on the academic honor roll. M. Dyer of Bath, Martin J. McDon
Low fee to ladies'—50c and $1.06
Upon completing her course at House ough and Kenneth M. Archibald of Proprietor and Mrs. Thomas J. Keat
Satisfaction guaranteed or no fee
in the Pines, Miss Sharpe plans to
Bangor, Edward J. Miller of South ing napping. The menu was featured
accepted—27 Park Street. 74‘lt
enter Vassar College.
Portland and William O. Stirling of by lobster stew and lobster salad and
Waterville.
there was an abundance for every
* • • *
Announcing
body. The dining hall was decorated
A special effort to reinstate the 178
members who have been suspended in patriotic colors, and welcome signs
from five camps was recommended were conspicuous, but not necessary
in the annual address of Department The delegates and visitors had
5
Convalescing and Maternity Home
learned long before that the Rockland
Commander Amos D. Stockwell.
A private home devoted to the care of invalid, convalescing and
£
latchstring was out. An orchestic
“
Our
legislative
committee
will
need
maternity patients. Personally supervised by
rendered
popular and patriotic airs.
g
all the support it will be able to geELIZABETH HUTCHINSON LUCE, MATRON
When It came time for the after
from now on,” said the commander in
An experienced graduate nurse, formerly matron of
Silsby’s Maternity Hospital
commenting upon the various forces dinner exercises the retiring depart
45 Main Street
Tel. Thomaston 105-3
Thomaston, Maine
now operating against veterans’ legis ment commander, Mr. Stockwell
.
74-76
lation. A committee of 10 has been turned the meeting over to his suc
formed to Investigate veterans’ cessor, Commander Latham, and the
affairs, and will report not later than ex-Rockland boy did himself proud
in the capacity of toastmaster. Re
Jan. 1.
ferring
to his Rockland residence Mr.
Commander Stockwell described his
recruiting efforts, noting that 200 Latham said that the memory of his
answers were received from the 500 friendships here still clung. He ex
letters mailed to non-members. Those tended the department's compliments
Beautifully located on the Penobscot River, midway
desiring membership were referred to and thanks to Ralph Ulmer Camp
between the new Waldo-Hancock Bridge
"which has done exceedingly well.”
the nearest camps.
and Sandy Point Village
“Commander Stockwell has made a
“Some did not think they owed the
Spanish War veterans anything, and wonderful showing with his gain of 93
that the organization was of no bene members," said Commander Latham
fit to them,” said the commander “and if the Auxiliary will get all the
“but recent events show that this members it can it will be of great
Ladies’ Lunch and Bridge Parties Catered To
work should be carried on, and every benefit. We are passing through an
eligible
possible be brought into camp, economic crisis and the veterans
Orders Received at Tel. Sandy Point 25-15
as membership is what we must have should be prepared to show Congress
to successfully wage the fight for our their full strength.”
William Sparrow, Prop.
Mrs. Honore Stearns, the new presi
rights that is looming ahead of us.”
dent
of the Auxiliary pledged that
Commander
Stockwell
chided
the
72-74

|

5 save you money on your dental bills.

THREE CENTS A COPT

Harry R. Jackson Comes Back To His Old Home Town, Conflict of 1898 Recalled By Notable Reunion of Maine
and See What He Says About It
Survivors In This City

, Forty Club Has Splendid Rec
ord In Social Welfare
Work

DANCING AT THE PAVILION

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 21, 1932

DEMOCRAT
REPUBLICAN
Governor—Burleigh Martin, Au Governor—Result in doubt.
Congress—Edward C. Moran, Jr.,
gusta.
Congress—John E. Nelson, Augusta. Rorkland.
State Senator—Albert C. McLoon,
State Senator—Fred O. Bartlett,
Rockland.
Rockland.
Judge of Probale—Melzer T. Craw Judge of Probate—Elisha AV. Pike,
ford, Camden.
Clerk of Courts—Milton M. Griffin, Rorkland.
Clerk of Courts—Henry II. Payson,
Rockland.
Sheriff—Frank F. Harding, Rock Rorkland.
Sheriff — Georgr E. Gillchrest,
land.
County Attorney—Jerome C. Bur Thomaston.
County Attorney — Ensign Otis,
rows, Rockland.
County Commissioner — Foy W. Rorkland.
County Commissioner—Herbert N.
Brown, North Haven.
Representatives To legislature— Brazier, Rockport.
Representative to Legislature—
Neil A. Fogg, Rockland; Louis A.
Walker, Rockiand; Arthur K. Walker, Harold E. Coombs, Rorkland ; Charles
Rockport; Inez S. Crosby, Camden; S, Hall, Rockland; Herbert E. Messer,
Allyn W. Peabody, Thomaston; Ed Cnion; Everett N. Hobbs, Hope; Win
win S. Vose, Cushing; William A- throp J. Whitney, Friendship; Wil
liam A. Smith, Vinalhaven.
Smith, Vinalhaven.
With two-thirds of Maine’s primary vote tabulated Burleigh Martin of
Augusta hail a lead of about 5000 over his next nearest opponent Lewis
O. Barrows of Newport, and is apparently nominated by the Republicans.
Informative figures on the Democratic contest were lacking, hut the latest
bulletin had eliminated Perkins and Richardson from the race, leaving a
three-cornered contest between Iaiuis J. Brann of Lewiston, b. Harold
Dubord of Waterville and Paul C. Thurston of Bethel. It remains to be
seen which of this trio gets the cup. In the first Maine Congressional
District Congressman Carroll L. Beedy is renominated: in the Second Dis
trict E. C. Moran, Jr., easily won the Democratic contest, and in the
Third District Ralph (). Brewster appears to have a safe lead in the
Republican contest.

Here In Knox County
, Builder Carleton by giving him a
There were no upsets in the noml- j
°f 2O6'.th_e runner-up being
Martin,
who
had 231 more votes than
nation of County officials. High man
I Barrows
for both tickets was Sheriff Frank
F. Harding, who received a total of Mayor Richardson did the expected
1361 and defeated Luke S. Davis by when he carried the county with a
657 majority. Jerome C .Burrows clean majority over the other five
candidate for county attorney on the candidates. Thurston was a poor
Republican ticket developed surpris second and Brann a poor third; the
ing strength and won over Charles other two candidates being nearly
Adams Perry of Camden 822 ma- invisible to the naked eye.
Jorlty,‘-his vote falling only 37 be With calm serenity E. C. Moran Jr.,
hind that of Sheriff Harding, who al watched the accumulation of the ban
ways occupies a high place in the ner vote in Knox County on the
Democratic side, his total being 1197
estimation of Knox County voters.
as
compared with 120 votes for the
On the Democratic side of the fence
hatless
entrant from Androscoggin
George E. Gillchrest won his expect
ed victory, with a majority of more County, Arthur L. Hersey.
than 200 over his two opponents John The wise ones got a surprise when
Guistin and Irving C. MacBride. Joseph Dondis was eliminated from
Herbert N. Brazier had a very com the Legislative race, Charles S. Hall
beating him by 19 votes for second
fortable lead over Maynard Spear of
Thomaston in the contest for the position on the ticket. It is quite
evident that s^ime expected assets
county commissioner nomination.
were reversed into liabilities.
The governorship vote in Knox
And now for a brief resume by
County contained a decided surprise
towns:
for those who had confidently ex
Appleton: Carleton walked away
pected Martin or Barrows to win
The county paid its debt to Bridge(Continued on Page Two)

organization to do all in its power tc but it seemed to move very smoothly
in the hands of General Chairman E.
work for the good of the cause.
The visitors received a most cordial Howard Crockett, commander of
welcome from Mayor Richardson Ralph Ulmer Camp. On his sub
coupled with an expression of the committees were: Finance, Past
hope that they would come again. I Commanders I. Leslie Cross and Mil"You will find Rockland ready,” he I ton S. Dick; entertainment, Past
Commanders H. W. Thorndike and
said.
Mrs. Elzina Miller, the retiring John S. Ranlett; assistants to gen
irresldent of the Auxiliary, said that eral chairman, Past Commander Wal
organization had done wonderful) ter E. Weeks and Horace Vose. One
work and that she was proud of it. 1 of the busiest men in the convention
Surgeon-General Norman D. Har was H. W. Thorndike, who, in aZfdivey, representing the national de tion to his local committee duties,
partment, and guest of honor brought J served on the convention credentials
greetings from the parent organiza committee and registration of guests.
tion, and expressed its gratification The success of the banquet was due
for the help received from Maine. in no small way to his persistent and
"The Auxiliary is the backbone of the energetic efforts. The boys also feel
Spanish War organization," said Mr j especially grateful to John S. Ran
Harvey. "Ever hear of a woman' lett. who aided materially in handling
setting her mind on a goal, and not
getting there?”
There were two other honoi?d|
guests—Capt. Henry R. Huntley and
Allan A. Kelley of Edwin Libby Post
who arose to acknowledge the
Spanish War salute.
Handling a big affair like the Span
ish War convention is no sinecure.

the banquet, and who was largely in
strumental in securing the Elks
Home for a convention hall.
Ralph Ulmer Camp's thanks are
extended to the City Government
Chamber of Commerce, Rockland
Lodge of Elks, Ralph Ulmer Camp;
Auxiliary, Landlord and Mrs. Thomas
J. Keating and citizens at large.
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MARTIN REPUBLICAN WINNER

THREE-T1MES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland, Me., June 21, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
(Continued from Page One)
i Perkins, 3; Richardson, 41; Thurston,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press- - -------------------------------------------- ------ 124
nan In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and t?iat of the Issue of this paper of j with the governorship contest; Davis j Congress—Hersey, 19: Moran, 99.
June 18, 1932, there was printed a total had three majority for sheriff and; Sheriff—Gillchrest, 88; Guistin, 22;
of 6119 copies.
' W. H. BUTLER.

Burrows had three majority for MacBride. 11
. , ,, < Commissioner—Brazier, 98; Spear,
Behold, the Lord’s hand is not i county attorney. ,,
Moran received all j 25
,
. p ,
shortened, that it cannot save;
_____
neither his ear heavy, that it can but one of the Democratic votes cast, I
The highest Republican total was 56
FRIENDSHIP
not hear.—Is. 59:1.
and the highest Democratic total 23 ’
Republican
\
Camden: Carleton had a majority Governor—Ames, 2; Barrows, 1;
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
over his four opponents. Harding ^sSf-bav^H;' Hard^ffi2'
For President
was high man for both tickets, re-' County Attorney — Burrows 8:
HERBERT C. HOOVER
ceiving 152 votes. Brann led Rich- Perry, 16.
of California
Legislature—Peabody, 17; Vose, 3.
ardson by 22 votes. Gillchrest and
Democrat
Brazier had easy picking. RepubliFor Vice President
can high total, 226, Democratic high _55,°.vern°r ®ra.nn' 2’ Dulx>rd. 0;
Perkins, 2; Richardson, 11; ThursCHARLES CURTIS *
total 127.
ton, 3.
of Kansas
Cushing; Carleton and Thurston Congress—Hersey, 2; Moran, 16.
. — ••

.,

■

-r

were the gubernatorial
choices.
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 22; Guistin, 0;
Davis, Perry, Gillchrest and Spear MacBride, 0.
Commisioner—Brazier, 13; SDear, 8.
The first of the new taxes to go into were leaders on the county ticket
Legislature—Spear, 0; Whitney, 25.
effect is that upon bank checks anc. Republican high total, 34; Democratic
HOPE
safe deposit boxes. You will draw high total, 28.
Republican
‘
Friendship: Davis and Perry led on
your checks as usual, attaching no {
Governor—Ames, 2; Barrows. 9;
the Republican County ticket. Gill
stamp. That matter will be cared for
chrest had all of the Sheriff votes on Carlton, 23: Martin, 5; Spear, 1.
by your banker. David Burnet, com
Sheriff—Davis, 7; Harding. 31.
the Democratic side, and Whitney all
County Attorney — Burrows, 24:
missioner of the internal revenue
the votes for representative. Repub Perry, 12.
bureau, explains the new taxes and
Democrat
lican high total, 24; Democratic high
methods of collecting them thus;
total, 25.
Governor—Brann, 4; Dubord. 0;
Under section 751 of the new reve
Hope; Carlton and Thurston were Perkins, 0; Richardson, 13; Thurs
nue law a bank, banker or trust com
ton. 17.
pany is charged with the duty of the gubernatorial winners with Hard
Congress—Hersey. 2; Moran. 30.
collecting a 2-cent tax on every check, ing, Burrows, Gillchrest and Brazier
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 21; Guistin, 9:
draft or order for the payment of
MacBride. 0.
money drawn on it and presented for j the county leaders. Republican high
Commissioner—Brazier, 27; Spear,
payment on or after June 21. 1932. total. 40; Democratic high total, 34.
4.
If the business of leasing of safe
North Haven; Carlton and Harding
deposit boxes is carried on. the bank were the conspicuous winners. This
NORTH HAVEN
is charged under section 741 of the
town
listed
under
MacBride's
banneRepublican
law with the additional duty of col
lecting a tax amounting to 10 per- Republican high total, 32; Democratic Governor—Ames, 4; Barrows, 1;
Carlton. 26; Martin, 0; Spear, 1.
centum of the sum paid on or after high total, 19.
, ,
June 21, 1932, for the use after such
Owls Head; Harding and Burrows Sheriff—Davis. 7; Harding, 25.
County Attorney—Burrows,
date of any safe deposit box.
15'
The tax levy on such checks, drafts were the outstanding vote getters Perry, 13.
and orders is not in the form of a Republican high total, 39; Democratic
Democrat
stamp tax, as was the case under the [ high total, 9.
Governor—Brann, 2; Dubord, 0;
revenue act of 1898. but is payable by
Rockport; Harding. Burrows, Me-'Perkins, 0; Richardson, 14; Thurscharging the amount of the tax j
and Brazier, the last named! to”' 3.
against any deposit to the credit of Bride
,., ,
„ , , .
, ,,
Congress—Hersey 6; Moran, 13.
the maker or drawer of the instru candidate receiving all but two of the gneriff-Gillchrest, 3; Guistin, 3;
ment.
59 votes cast by the Democrats. Re- MacBride, 7.
The tax on leases of safe deposit
boxes is restricted to any vault, safe, publican high total, 101; Democratic; Commissioner—Brazier, 4; Spear, 9.
box or receptacle of not more than high total, 59.
OWL’S HEAD
40 cubic feet capacity, such as is cus
South Thomaston; Only a mild in
tomarily used for the safe-keeping terest in the primaries manifested
Republican
and storage of jewelry and securities, j
Governor—Ames, 9; Barrows, 4;
here,
the
Republican
high
total
Carlton
13;
Martj
’
gpear Q;
Any bank or other institution en
gaged in leasing safe deposit boxes i 16, and the Democratic high total 15
Sheriff—Davis, 9: Harding, 30.
is required to make monthly pay Harding, Burrows and Brazier were j County Attorney—Burrows, 21;
ment and return of the taxes col the outstanding choices.
Perry. 4.
lected.
St. George: Burrows played the I Legislature—Peabody, 7; Vose, 14.
Democrat
Supt. Frank D. Rowe of Warren hero's role in this town receiving 75
Governor—Brann . 1; Dubord, 0;
and Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell of of the 93 votes cast for the Republi Perkins, 0; Richardson, 5; Thurs
Rockland High School are to attend can county attorney nomination. ton, 2.
the 75th anniversary meeting of the Thurston, MacBride and Spear, the
Congress—Hersey, 0; Moran. 9.
National Education Association at
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 5; Guistin, 0;
Democratic
winners.
Republican
high
Atlantic City, June 25-July 1. Maine
MacBride, 1.
is to take a prominent part in this totf.l, 107; Democratic high total 23
Commissioner—Brazier, 3: Spear. 2.
convention not only through the
Thomaston: Here was a strong
Legislature—Spear, 3; Whitney, 0.
association's president. Miss Florence Martin, Harding and Burrows town
M. Hale, who has been Maine's State
ROCKLAND
director of rural education since with Moran, Gillchrest and Spear
Republican
1916, but with such speakers as walking away with the Democratic
Governor
—
Ames,
134;
Barrows.
President Gray of Bates College; vote. Vose for Representative carried )76; Carlton 233; Partin
’, 228; Spear',
Bertram E. Packard. State commis his opponent's home town by nine 5
sioner of education; Irving W. Small,
superintendent of
the
Bangor votes. High Republican total, 193; ' Sheriff—Davis. 187; Harding, 579
! Countv Attorney-Burrows, 607;
schools; and Everett V. Perkins, high Democratic total. 131.
Perry, 112.
principal of Cony High School in
Union: Carlton and Thurston won
Democrat
Augusta. The convention radio pro
Governor_Brann 72;
grams are to be broadcast Tuesday the governorship honors with Hardevening. June 28. at 8 on nationwide ! ing, Burrows and Brazier for the I perkins, 24; Richardson, 538; Thurshook-ups for the benefit of teachers county ticket. Gillchrest and Mac-; ton. 106.
unable to attend the convention, and Bride trotted a dead heat. High Re-1 Congress Hersey. 59; Moran, 705.
...
, . , „„
1.
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 372; Guistin,
for the general public interested in
the work of the schools. In the sec publican total, 92; high Democratic 1<7; MacBride 203
j Commissioner—Brazier, 412; Spear,
ond part Phillips Lord, famous total, 29.
Maine author and radio dramatist,
Vinalhaven: Another Martin town 247.
will speak in the character of Seth Harding received a fine vote here . Legislature-Coombs, 397; Dondis,
280; Hall, 299.
Parker on “Broadcasting Old-Fash
ioned Religion to New-Fashioned High Republican total, 83; high Dem
ocratic total, 23.
Folks."
ROC'KPORT
Warren: This town expressed a deRepublican
Rehearsal for the Rockland por cided preference for Carlton, HardGovernor—Ames, 6; Barrows, 24;
tion of the massed chorus to be fea ing. Burrows, Moran and MacBride. Carlton, 57: Martin. 14: Spear. 0.
tured in the Chapman Day at the High Republican total, 134; high
Sheriff-Davis. 32; Harding. 63.
Eastern Music Camp on July 23 will Democratic total. 38.
Pe?ry-AttOnley “
take place Thursday evening in the
Congregational vestry at 8 o’clock.
Washington: Burrows was high,
’ '
DfmOcrat
An invitation is extended to anyone man in this town defeating his oppoGovernor—Brann,, 8; Dubord, 1;
wishing to sing in this chorus to be
present at the rehearsal. It is hoped nent 40 votes. Davis defeated Hard- Perkins, 2; Richardson, 25; Thursto have at least 75 voices in Rock ing five votes. Republican high total ton, 13.
Congress-Hersey, 4; Moran. 38
land's portion. The numbers to be 65; Democratic high total, 21.
.
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 10; Guistin, 10;
used are; "The Inflammatus” from
Rockland: Carlton led Martin by | MacBride 20
Rossini’s “Stabat Mater;” “Land of
Hope and Glory" by Elgar; Sextette five votes. Richardson was hand- Commissioner—Brazier, 57; Spear
from Lucia; and the Hallelujah somely endorsed by the Democrats of 2.
Chorus from "The Messiah." Bring i his home city but 106 Thurston men
these numbers if possible. Dr. Wil stuck by their guns. Moran was high
SOUTH THOMASTON
liam Rogers Chapman will be pres on both tickets. Harding received the
Republican
ent at this rehearsal and give out all
the details of the day at the Eastern handsome total of 579, other county Carlton 10. Martin, 3; Spear. 0.
Music Camp. Dr. Chapman met | winners being Burrows, Gillchrcs* ] sheriff—Davis, 2; Harding. 12.
Portland singers in rehearsal last and Brazier. Republican high total j County Attorney—Burrows, 12'
Tuesday evening at City Hall and
Perry. 3.
found most enthusiastic response. i 776; high Democratic total, 764.
Legislature—Peabody, 6; Vose, 8.
And here are the tabulated figure.;:
Democrat
• • • *
At the session of the United Bap
Governor—Brann, 1; Dubord, 0;
APPLETON
tist Convention of Maine, in Bangor
Perkins, 0; Richardson, 6; Thurs
Republican
this week there will be a meeting for
ton, 8.
men, commencing about 5 o'clock,
Governor—Ames 4, Barrows 4, Carl
Congress—Hersey, 0; Moran, 15.
Wednesday afternoon, when these in ton. 42. Martin, 4: Spear, 2.
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 7; Guistin, 3;
formal talks will be given, at the
Sheriff—Davis 26, Harding 23.
MacBride, 4.
Grace Methodist Church: “Religion
County Attorney — Burrows, 21;
Ccmmissioner—Brazier, 12; Spear,
in Business," Walter A. Danforth; Perry, 18.
2.
"Getting Publicity For Religious En
Democrat
Legislature—Spear, 9; Whitney, 4
terprise," Herbert Warren Rowe;
Governor
—
Brann.
1;
Dubord.
0;
"The History of a Pre-War Class," Perkins, 0; Richardson, 3; Thurston,
ST. GEORGE
Edwin M. Hamlin. All men’s organi
Republican
zations connected with the denomina 18.
Congress—Herrey, 1; Moran, 22.
Governor—Ames, 16; Barrows, 33;
tion, including Bible classes, are re
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 15; Guistin, 2;
quested to have representatives pres
Carlton, 24; Martin, 30; Spear, 4.
ent, to make a report of their or MacBride, 5.
Sheriff—Davis, 40; Harding, 67.
Commissioner
—
Brazier,
13;
Spear
6.
County Attorney—Burrows, 75;
ganizations. A banquet will follow
these exercises, after which A. P.
Perry, 18.
CUSHING
Williams, of Illinois, one of the vice
Democrat
Republican
chairmen of the National Council of
Governor—Brann, 3;. Dubord, 1;
Northern Baptist Men, will deliver the
Governor—Ames 2: Barrows, 0; Perkins, 2; Richardson, 6; Thurs
principal address.
Carlton, 17; Martin, 13; Spear 0.
ton, 11.
Sheriff—Davis, 26: Harding. 8;
Congress—Hersey, 1; Moran, 19.
County
Attorney
—
Burrows
5;
Perry,
Rockland royally entertained the
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 7; Guistin, 3;
patriotic bodies last week. Says an 22.
MaCBride, 13
Legislature—Peabody, 11; Vose, 18
interested citizen: "Now our thoughts
Commissioner—Brazier, 7; Spear.
Democrat
turn to the graves of the departed
13.
veterans. There are many in the local
Governor—Brann, 4; Dubord, 0;
cemeteries which display the Ameri Perkins, 0; Richardson, 7; Thurs
THOMASTON
can flag and markers. We are taught ton, 14.
Republicans
not to let the flag touch the ground.
Congress—Hersey, 4; Moran, 22.
Governor
—
Ames, 17; Barrows, 29;
Should we who are left behind allow
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 23; Guistin, 3; Carlton, 57; Martin, 111; Spear, 0.
the grass to grow on the graves of MacBride, 2.
Sheriff—Davis, 60; Harding, 133
the heroes and cover the flags from
Commissioner—Brazier, 5; Spear,
County Attorney—Burrows, 135;
view? It seems that some fund should 22.
Perry, 49.
be provided to care for graves of sol
Legislature—Spear, 27; Whitney 5.
Legislature—Peabody, 93; Vose, 102.
diers and sailors who served our
Democrats
country."
CAMDEN
Governor—Brann, 10; Dubord, 2;
Republican
Capt. W. F. Lakeman, formerly of
_
......
Perkins, 12; Richardson, 53; ThursGovernor—Ames, 16; Barrows, 43; i t
3g
Rockland, is commanding the new
Carlton,
121;
Martin,
42;
Spear,
2.
steamship Arcadia, which is being
Congress—Hersey, 10; Moran, 112.
Sheriff—Davis, 59; Harding, 152
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 120; Guistin, 4;
operated by the Eastern Steamship
County Attorney—Eurrows, 105; MacBride, 7.
Lines, Inc., between New York and
Commissioner—Brazier, 9; Spear,
St. John. It is one of the finest craft Perry, 121.
Democrat
122.
on the coast and Capt. Lakeman has
Legislature—Spear, 28; Whitney, 57.
every reason to feel proud of it.
, Governor—Brann, C3; Dubord, 4;
BANK CHECKS TAXED TODAY

Every-Other-Day

TWILIGHT LEAGUE TONIGHT
First Game Between Rockland and Thomaston Will Start
At Six O’Clock At Community Park
DON'T FORGET THE FOURTH OF JULY AMERICAN LEGION CELEBRATION
*
«
This Week's Games

Tuesday, June 21—Rockland at Thomaston lin Rockland).
Wednesday, June 22—St. George at Waldoboro,
Thursday, June 23—Camden at Rockland.

Final Clearance

Friday, June 24—Thomaston at St. George.
Saturday, June 25—Waldoboro at Camden.

The Knox
Other players who will be used are
County Twilight Carl Cottrell (the team's manager*
League opens its Firpo Frye. Bill Foster and Williams.
fourth season at
1C o m m u n i t y Wotton will alternate as pitcher, with
?Park t on igh t. Foster covering first when Charlie is
* augmented this in the box. Foster's arm is in such
year by a new good shape this season that he will1
team — Waldo undoubtedly be given a try-out in the I
boro, which ac box.
• » • •
cording to inside
Formerly priced
dope is the real
Capt. Maurice Sawyer is bringing
goods with
up to $25.00
fancy trim over his strongest aggregation—and j
mings. Be that they're all fighters from start to fin
as it may there ish. The Thomaston fans will be
are Waldoboro there in force, and it would be strange
fans who stand indeed if George Mathews, old time
ready to bet
honest to goodness money that the Thomaston player, himself, was not I
Lincoln County outfit will put the there to head them.
• « • •
kibosh on last season's champions
The Thomaston team will probably
when they play St. George in Waldo
boro tomorrow night.
The new line up thus: Condon c. Walker or
grounds are located on the Friend Kirkland p. Maurice Sawyer lb, Stone
ship road, and are being put in con-1 2b, Hinckley or Thome 3b, Felt ss, ,
dition just as rapidly as loyal workers Grafton If, Moody cf, Stevens rf.
• • • V
can do it.
STRAND THEATRE
Tonight’s opening game is between
Knox County fans who journeyed
Rockland and Thomaston and will
“I, Jerry, take Thee, Joan," startling
to Togus Sunday saw the best game j first-novel of Cleo Lucas, short story
start at 6 o'clock daylight time.
Rockland has 14 men to draw from, of the season on the Home reserva author and Hollywood syndicate
and the starting lineup will probably tion. A wild pitch gave Togus a 4 writer has been filmed as a co-star
be—
to 3 victory over Rumford in the last ring vehicle for Sylvia Sidney and
Catcher—Cal. Smith.
inning of a game which had been Frederic March. In Miss Lucas' story,
Pitcher—Chummy Gray.
marked by hectic fielding and real studio experts immediately recognized
1st Base—Wotton.
batting. The Rumford team was' dramatic qualities of a high order. It
2d Base—Chaples.
captained by "Knocko” Young, brother ■ has been made into a picture drama I
3d Base—Onev or Flanagan.
of Jimmy Young, well known in in which Sylvia Sidney and Fredric ,
Shortstop—McPhee.
Knox County baseball circles, and March find an admirable vehicle for '
Left Field—McCarty.
among his players was Johnny Daker. their superior dramatic talents. The ■
Center Field—Mealey.
formerly with Camden in the Maine picture is presented under the title,
Right Field—Dimick.
"Merrily We Go To Hell.” It drama
Coast League.
tizes the story of married life in
America’s modern young ground of
UNION
Commissioner—Brazier, 20; Spear, i irresponsibles. The novel became one
14.
Republican
of the best sellers of the past year,
Governor—Ames. 15; Barrows, 11;
and the picture closely follows the
WASHINGTON
Carlton. 56; Martin. 16; Spear, 0.
dramatic episodes of the original
Republican
Sheriff—Davis, 31; Harding, 61
story. It comes for Wednesday and
County Attorney—Burrows, C3:
Governor—Ames, 2; Barrows, 7; Thursday.—adv.
Perry, 22.
Carlton, 15; Martin, 40; Spear, 0.
Sheriff—Davis, 35; Harding. 30.
Richardson, C. Earle Ludwick. M. M.
Democrat
County Attorney — Burrows, 47; Griffin. Fred C. Black and Earle C.
Governor—Brann, 2; Dubord, 0;
Dow. To these helpers and those
Perkins, 1; Richardson, 4; Thurston, Perry, 7.
Democrat
who gave the news from 18 Knox
22.
Governor—Brann, 4; Dubord, 3; County towns The Courier-Gazette
Congress—Hersey. 1; Moran, 26.
appreciation.
Sheriff—Gillchrest. 10; Guistin, 5; Perkins, 2; Richardson, 5; Thurs offers its grateful
• • • •
ton, 5.
MacBride, 10.
Congress—Hersey, 3; Moran. 18.
REPRESENTATIVES
Commissioner—Brazier, 26; Spear.
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 10; Guistin, 2;
TO LEGISLATURE
3.
MacBride, 7.
Rockland
Commissioner—Brazier, 9; Spear, 9
VINALHAVEN
Coombs Dondis
Hall
Republican
28
13
Ward 1,
33
KNOX COUNTY
32
66
Governor—Ames, 9; Barrows, 17;
Ward
2,
Republican
Carlton, 6; Martin. 48; Spear, 3.
80
57
Ward 3,
Governor—Ames. 253; Barrows., Ward 4,
62
Sheriff—Davis, 21; Harding. 51
59
366;
Carlton,
803;
Martin,
597;
Spear,;
74
55
Ward 5,
County Attorney—Burrows, 35,
20.
Perry, 30.
54
49
Ward 6,
Sheriff—Davis, 604: Harding. 1361. Ward 7,
13
31
Democrat
County Attorney—Burrows, 1321;
Governor—Brann, 5; Dubord, 1; Perry, 502.
397
280
Total,
Perkins, 0; Richardson, 13; Thurs
Democrat
ton, 4.
Governor—Brann, 182; Dubord. 20;
K
Congress—Hersey, 4; Moran, 19
Perkins, 51; Richardson, 702; Thurs
>»
ci
•o
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 14; Guistin, 6; ton, 286
K
MacBride, 3.
c3Qj
Congress—Hersey, 120; Moran, 1197.
a 01in
Commissioner—Brazier, 7; Spear.
U,
Sheriff—Gillchrest*, 753; Guistin,
>
£
co
14.
221; MacBride. 327.
28
93
103
Thomaston,
Commissioner—Brazier, 722; Spear,
So. Thomaston,
8
9
6
WARREN
502.
Owl’s Head,
7 14
3
t • • e
Republican
11
18 27
Governor—Ames. 12; Barrows, 7;
The promptness and completeness Cushing,
0
17
3
Carlton. 91: Martin, 32; Spear. 0.
with which the Knox County vote Friendship,
Sheriff—Davis, 48; Harding. 86.
was tabulated in this office last night
Total,
134 145 67 91
County Attorney—Burrows, 90; was a triumph for the system in
Perry, 29.
Other Representatives nominated:
augurated many years ago, and made
Democrat
possible by The Courier -Gazette’s Republican—Neil A. Fogg and Louis
Governor, Brann 0; Dubord, 1; loyal friends in this city and those A. Walker, Rockland; Arthur K.
Perkins, 3; Richardson, 8; Thurs who telephoned the returns from the Walker, Rockport; Inez S. Crosby,
ton, 0.
Knox County towns. Working at the Camden. Democrat—Herbert E. Mes
Congress—Hersey, 4; Moran. 34.
tabulating desks and phones in this ser, Union; Everett H. Hobbs, Hope;
Sheriff—Gillchrest, 6; Guistin, 2; office were William J Sullivan, E. C. Democrat (endorsed by Republicans)
MacBride, 28.
Moran, Jr., A. C. McLoon, Mayor W'illiam A. Smith, Vinalhaven.

All Spring Coats Must Go
each

Suits $5.00 each
SENTER CRANE
i the woman from arrest on a charge ol
t murdering an international spy
Some of the interesting background
seen are a fashionable gambli
house in full swing, colorful embass]
balls and the offices of the Depart
ment of Justice in action.—adv.

PARK THEATRE
Mystery, romance, intrigue and
jealousy are reported as the elements
in "Man About Town,” which comes
for Wednesday and Thursday. It
brings Warner Baxter to the screen
in the role of a man wttb is ready to
die to save the woman he took away
from his best friend. “Man Abqut
Town" is a story of conflicting eiriotions, played against a background
of Washington society and all the
glamor of life in the national capital.
Two close friends discover themselves
in love with the same woman. She
makes her choice and the rejected one
sets out to destroy the happy pair.
But circumstances bring the friends
together again, both fighting to save

GLENMERE
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene anc
; son Byron of Rockland are guests 0:
tier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Byr;'
Davis. Mr. Keene is having a ter
weeks' vacation from the Rocklanc
National Bank.
A son was born June 4 in Lowell
i Mass., to Mr. and Mrs. Orrin A. Treat
I Jr. (Marguerite Sheerer) of Chelms
ford, Mass. His name is Orrin A
‘Treat, 3d; hTs weight 9t4 pounds.

SHOW
DAY
SPECIALS

THE FRIENDLY STORE

THIS SALE STARTS TUESDAY AT NOON
SMOKED

MILD
CURE

NATIVE

lb 49c

CALVES’ LIVER
SUGAR CURED

2 lbs 25c

SLICED BACON
qj-

FANCY NATIVE

I LEGS SPRING

22c

VEAL STEAK, lb. «WC| LAMB, lb.
CHASE & SANBORN
DATED COFFEE

FORD

With every pound purchased
you will receive FREE a 10c
Package of Tea

To Help You Plan a Quick Dinner For Circus Day
Ws Are Offering New Low Prices At Our
Cold Meat Counter

Get the facts about new
transportation economy
This is an opportunity to see how the transportation needs of a new
business era have been met with new economy, performance, and reli
ability in the new Ford trucks. Your Ford dealer is ready to give you
the complete story.

☆

☆

☆

Body types to fit every hauling need. 50-horscpowcr 4-cylinder engine.
New freely shackled semi-elliptic rear springs distribute load stresses.
Wide, deep, strong frame gives substantial support for bodies. % floating
type rear axle for heavy service. 4-speed transmission. Tubular steel
coupling shaft with heavy duty universals at each end. New bi-partible
coupling and removable main cross member permit easy servicing of
clutch, transmission, and coupling shaft. New comfort and safety for
the driver. These features and many others will convince you that the
New Ford Trucks can save you money and give you udded performance.

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
FORD SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 333
Rockland
Phone 334

FORD TRUCK WEEK JUNE 18 to 25 INCLUSIVE

RfJIMCold

Meats!

BOILED HAM,
MINCED HAM,
PRESSED HAM,
BOLOGNA,
HEAD CHEESE,
BAKED LOAF,
BLOOD RINGS,
COOKED CORNED BEEF,
DRIED BEEF,
FRANKFORTS,
CANADIAN STYLE BACON,
Mild Cheese,
New Onions,

SALE
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
2 lbs
lb

lb 18c * BANANAS
6 lbs 23c * pounds

29c
15c
15c
15c
15c
15c
15c
25c
45c
25c
35c

ZY

Cukes,
5 for 25c shlimp
2 cars 19c
Tomatoes,
2 lbs 25c Salmon,
can 10c
Co'.tage Cheess. lb 15c
________
WAX BEANS
cans

25c

large packages
Supetba

29c

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

MATCHES, Full Carton,
15c
KELLOGG’S CORNFLAKES, 4 pkgs 25c
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Fifty-Two
Years
1880-1932

Fifty-Two
Y ears
1880-1932

LAMB
Sale Continues All This Week

Sale Continues All This Week

This is our Fifty-Second Anniversary. We celebrate
with the “Biggest Value Sale” ever held in Rockland

Our entire stock cut to Rock Bottom Prices and all mer
chandise bears the “Reliable Burpee & Lamb Guar an tee

I

'

,

HATHAWAY
SHIRTS

MEN’S SWEATERS
SLIP-ON STYLE

$1.59, $2.19, $2.98

$1.45 Quality,

J JQ

1.75 Quality,

$2.49

1.29

2.00 Quality,

Percales, Madras, Plain Colored Broadcloths

Neckband or Collar Attached

Just Think! A HATHAWAY for

HEAVY SHAKERS
$3.95, $4.95, $5.95,

Sizes 14 to 19

9Sc

$6.95
BOYS’ SWEATERS

MEN’S HOSE
Pure Silk, $1.00 value
Plain Colors and Fjpcy

PAJAMAS

SLIP-ONS

Button Front, Slip-Ons

Fancy Patterns

'■ t

Russian Blouse and Tuxedo Style

69c

$1.50 and $2.00 Quality

SILK AND RAYON

THESE LOW PRICES

Every Suit In Our Entire Stock Reduced To Un
heard Of Low Prices.
A Suit For Every Man, Young, Middle Aged Or Old.

TOM WYE COATS

and Plain Colors

$1.19, $1.39, $1.98

$1.19

YOU CAN’T AFFORD NOT TO BUY ONE

OUR GREATEST BARGAIN

“ECONOMY
SUITS”
We have selected from our stock Every Suit that has
not sold well this spring. All Wool, Worsted and
Cassimeres; up to date style and design; but we
have too many suits. Let’s Go! They are yours at
these Astounding Low Prices. Look them over.

$10.50 $12.50
$14.50

35c; 3 pairs $1.00

BATHING SUITS
-FOR MEN

FANCY RAYON

ALL WOOL

$1.19

$1.19, $1.59

$1.69, $2.19, $2.98

25c Value

FOR BOYS

98c pair

SPECIAL

98c

Plain Colored Hose

2.00 Grade,

1.49

2.50 Grade,

1.98

3.00 Grade,

2.19

3.50 Grade,

2.49

4.00 Grade,

2.98

PANAMAS,

3.85

ARROW BRAND

6 pairs for $1.00

. X*

Our Entire Stock of
Boys' Golf Hose
50c and $1.00 Quality

The Famous

SOn COLLARS
4 for $1.00

STAG BRAND

65c each

MEN’S GOLF HOSE
$1.50 and $2.00 Values

35c pair
3 pairs for $1.00

T»

One of the Leading Items of This
“VALUE SALE"

2.85

$16.50 $19.50
$22.50 $24.50

-

COMBED YARN SUITS

WORK PANTS

79c, $1.19, $1.49

SHIRTS & SHORTS
White, Plain Colors and Fancy
1 /
Stripes

KHAKI PANTS

$4.00 quality

$1.19

$4.45, $4.85

HATS

$3.85

RAYON

$2.35, $2.95, $3.85

Lamson & Hubbard

$5.00 quality

55c; 2 for $1.00

39c each; 75c Suit

$1.19, $1.39
Rayon, White or in Plain Colors

MEN’S KNICKERS
ALL WOOL
$4.50 to $7.09 Quality

MEN’S CAPS

55c each; $1.00 Suit
LIMITED LOT RAYON SHORTS

35c

$2.95, $3.95

$2.00 quality

$1.39

$1.50 quality

1.09

A Few As Low As

TIES! TIES!! TIES!!!

3 pairs for $1.00

$1.95

BOYS’ SUITS
This item will especially

WHITE FLANNELS

appeal to the mothers.

$4.95

We are discontinuing our

$1.50 and $2.00 Quality

98c

Boys’ Suit Department.
$1.00 Quality

WORK SHIRTS

BOYS’ GOLF HOSE

TOPKISS—B. V. D, STYLE

$1.85, $2.35

f ■

25c Value

UNION SUITS

MEN AND YOUNG MEN

Men’s and Young Men’s Worsteds and Cassimeres
including Sport Models and also Blue Serges

LINEN

19c

For

Worsted, Cassimeres, Serges

New Spring Patterns

Other Suits

UNDERWEAR

Hundreds of Pairs

$1.50 Grade,

BOYS’ KNICKERS

50c Value

PANTS! PANTS!!

Now is the time to buy one at

Sleeveless or With Sleeves

>»

\

STRAW HATS,

2 for $1.25

$1.09

Men’s Topcoats
$10.50 $14.50
$17.50

65c

GREY FLANNELS

2 for $1.25

$4.39

Every suit in our stock
formerly priced at

$10 to $18

50c Quality

35c
3 for $1.00

White Duck Pants

$5.95

$1.29

All 2 Pair Pants

u—

OPEN

evenings

CIRCUS DAY SPECIAL—$1.00 TIES 55c, 2 for $1open evenings

“I have been here 27 years andI
Lionel Hitchman, captain of the
Local autoists are asking what are
the blue spots covering their cars. Boston Bruins (hockey team) was on never saw such a high tide as that of I
They are pale blue and seem to be of the Country Club golf links last last Friday night," remarked Robert
Hussey of A. C . McLoon & Co.’s j
week, with some Boston friends.
a greasy substance. How come?
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
staff.
.June 22—Downey's Circus, Pleasant
The Ladies' Aid meets tomorrow
street lot.
Miriam Rebekah Ixidge meets to
June 23—Graduation exercises of Knox night at 7.30 to confer degrees on two afternoon at 3.30 in the Methodist
This is Community Chest Day. All
Hospital Nurses' Training School.
candidates, the home lodge doing the vestry for its final meeting of the supporters of the movement should
June 24—St. John's Day.
season.
Circle
supper
will
be
served
see to it that their pledge cards are
June 25—Annual 4-H Clubs held day at work.
Union fair grounds.
at 6 o'clock.
mailed in. Volunteer workers are
canvassing the business district.
Supper at Penobscot View Grange
,
WEATHER
Rockland fires for the next two
Thursday. Members are asked to go
Almost imperceptibly the days in the afternoon to help clean the weeks will have to burn without the
Writing from Hampden Highlands
interference of Capt. Fred Cheyne of
have been lengthening until we are hall.
Central Fire Station. He is having Lydia F. Cahill says: "Personally I
now enjoying the longest daylight of
extend to you sincere thanks for the
a fortnight’s vacation.
excellent reports given by your paper
the year, 15 hours and 32 minutes
Start the season right. See tofrom sunrise to nightfall nearly all I Hight's game in the Knox County
The Sir Knights of Claremont of the Grand Army encampment and
this week. Thereafter the decrease
League’ ommun y ar a Commandery are in training for the other convention proceedings. Every
big St. John's Day picnic which will one agrees that we had the most en
is almost painless, a minute or two
take pace at Freem Young’s farm In joyable convention ever held by these
at a time, until six months from now [" Loyalty to lionism will be the Glenmere next Friday. All sorts of various organizations, and our grati
daylight will last a scant nine hours. slogan for Wednesday’s meeting of athletic sports will be indulged in, tude is extended to Mayor Richard
This morning greets us with mercury the Rockland Lions Club, when the with a shore dinner carefully sand son and the City of Rockland.”
registering 60 at 8 o'clock, the sun District Governor, Dr. W. M. Emer wiched in between.
shining and our local world still wish son of Bangor, will be the speaker,
Additional floats have been entered
ing for one of those old-fashioned illustrating his talk with views taken
Bob's Lunch is open at Rankin in the Fourth of July American Lesoaking rains. Yesterday’s statewide at "Conventions of Lions International Block. All home cooked food. Try i gion parade by Nilo Spear, Carl Ben
fair weather was excelent for voting and the 41st (Maine) District, the our 25, 30’and 35 cent dinners.—adv. • son (Newibert's Restaurant) Feyler
and the primaries found themselves latter having been attended by Rock
Lobster Co., Rockland Produce Co..
well attended.
’ land Lions. Last Sunday being
George King of the Hawaiian Strand and Park Theatres, Press Her
father’s day, this will be so observed
Studio Players of Station WCSH will ald, Rockland Garage, W. H Glover
Two-cent stamps are still good on by. the club and Lions will have their be at the Maine Music Store every Co., Crockett's Garage (Rockport),
fathers
as
guests,
or
substitutes
for
McDougall-Ladd Co., and E. C. Mo
flist class mail until July 1st.
their fathers, if their parents are Wednesday until further notice, to ran & Co. A prize will also be given
teach guitar and ukelele. Mr. King
not
available
to
attend.
Manley T. Perry’s Park Street Cafe
has created a great deal of enthusi for the best decorated bicycle.
has secured the services of Mrs. J.
asm in Hawaiian guitar playing, and
Your
RADIO
is
no
better
than
your
W. Small, an expert chef.
RENT a Radio for Summer Camp
kest tube. Eliminate the weak has already a number of enthusiastic or Cottage. House-Sherman. Inc..
pupils.
Those
wishing
to
study
Chester Fissette has bought a tubes before the TAX goes on. Prices through the summer should make ar 442 Main St., (At the Brook) Majestic
Ilisso-Waco airplane from the Bos are very LOW. Free testing on our rangements as soon as possible as his and Philco Radios—adv.
ton Skyways, Inc. It was delivered Giant Tube Tester. House-Sherman classes are rapidly filling.—adv.
73-74 &76-S-82
Inc., 442 Main St.—adv.
71-lt
here by Everett A. Munsey.

TALK OF THE TOWN

. - '' . „
will visit Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth K
Stowell over the weekend, motoring
The Farm Bureau meets Thursday thence to Huntington, W. Va., for the
at Mrs. Josephine Lawry's cottage at I summer
Forest Lake at 10.30 a. m. All those
jjrs. clement Rinehart and chilplanning to go are asked to advise ' dren Jonathan and Christy of New
Mrs. Madeline Thompson as coon as
city have arrived at their sumpossible.
mer home.
Miss Kathryn Jameson has re
Miss Lucille Foote has returned to
turned to her home here after spend Larchmont, N. Y„ after visiting her
ing the winter in Washington, D. C. grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Miss Eda Lawry, Miss Elizabeth S. Weaver, for two weeks.
June 4. to Mr. and Mrs. Orrin A
Treat, Jr. (Marguerite Sheerer) of Winchenpaw,
Mrs. Sherman T.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear of Warren
Chelmsford. Mass., a son, Orrin A. Jameson, Mrs. Chester A. Simmons
Seventeen Maine students had
Treat, 3d. weight 9' a pounds.
part in the commencement exercises
and Mrs. Alfred H. Morton motored were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
P. Spear Sunday.
at the Bryant & Stratton Commer
to Waterville Wednesday.
MARRIED
cial School Friday evening in Jordan
Mrs. Frank C. Foster and son Ran
Mrs. EUis Lawry, Mrs. Melvin
Hall, Boston, two of them being AUSTIN-HEATH—At Castine. June 15. Lawry and Mrs. Sylvia Wallace spent, dall of Greeneville, Tenn., have ar
by
Rev.
Oscar
L.
Olsen.
Herman
Austin
.
Miss Annette Segal and Cedric
of Brooksville and Miss Olive Heath of J the day last Thursday with their rived at the Beechnut for the sum
French (high honors), of Rockland.
aunt, Mrs. Dora Miller in Waldoboro. mer.
Penobscot.
Miss Eda Lawry entertained Mr.
Preparations are being made to
Emery Trafton who recently com- i
and Mrs. Vernon Achorn and daugh open Camp Wapello the last of June
DIED
pleted his year's work at the North J SIBLEY -At China. June 17. Mrs. Hen ter and Harry Stewart of Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis and
Eastern University, Boston, has se- j rietta L Sibley, aged 83 years.
ton Thursday at Forest Lake.
son Robert of Thomaston visited
Mrs. Isaac Poland and Mrs. Ellis friends in town Sunday.
cured employment in the engineering LEWIS—At Vinalhaven. June 14. Capt.
department of the S. S. Malchase,
Stephen S. Lewis, aged 77 years, 3 Lawry visited Mrs. Rose Morton in
Mrs. Owen D. Evans, Miss Janet
months, 21 days. (Correction |.
about to leave on a trip down the
Rockland Friday.
Evans, Daniel Evans and Alan Evans
SHEA
—
At
Spruce
Head.
June
21.
Alden
Miss
Margaret
Thompkins
left
Fri

coast to Porto Rico.
of Ridley Park, Pa., have arrived at
G. Sluxi. aged 93 years. 3 months. 11
days. Funeral Thursday at 2.30 day day for Bronxville, N. Y., where she Martin's Point for the summer.
Thursday evening, June 30, will be
light, from late residence.
Andreas Hartel Jr., returned Sun
amateur night at the Park Theatre,
RESOLUTIONS
day to his home in West Newton,
CARD
OF
THANKS
this being only one of the many at
Whereas, the Divine Master has taken
We wish to extend our thanks for all from our order our beloved sister, L*icy Mass.
tractions during "Happiness Week."
Mrs W. Dalton Wotton is spending
floral tributes received at the time of Quinn, therefcre be It
All the amateurs interested will kindly the death of our mother and grand
Resolved. That we of North Haven a week with relatives and friends in
leave their names at the box office. mother.
Orange extend to the bereaved son our Wollaston and Boston.
Mrs. Elliot J. Brewer and family.
heartfelt sympathy.
Entries close Tuesday night at 7.30.
Mrs. Alma Shirreffs and family of
Resolved. That as a token of our love
June 28. Prizes will be awarded the
and esteem we drape our charter: that Wollaston. Mass., are visiting Capt.
CARD OF THANKS
best performing amateurs, these be
these
resolutions
be
spread
upon
our
The Benner Family wish to express
and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
ing donated by the local merchants. their deep appreciation and gratitude for records, a copy be sent to the bereaved
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hahn, Mrs.
and a copy sent to The Courier-Ga
If you have any talent why not enter the assistance and help of all the kind son
Fred Colson and Miss Flora Colscn
friends who worked so faithfully and zette for publication.
and try for a prize as all the prizes effectively
Nellie
M.
Beverage.
Nettle
Mills.
Eliza

of Rockland visited Dr. and Mrs.
In recovering the body of Ed
to be given will be worthy ol the ef ward M. Benner who was lost at Seven beth Bunker. Committee on Resolutions. W. H. Hahn Sunday.
North Haven, June 16, 1932.

An organization meeting will be
held at 7.30 Thursday at the City
Council room by the auxiliary of
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W., at which
time officers will be elected. Sunday
at 5.30 the auxiliary will be officially
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., meets instituted by department officers. A
Friday night at 7.30 for a business delegation will be present from Bath.
session only. Officers are not re
BORN
quired to wear white. This will be
TREAT—At a Lowell (Mass.) Hospital.
the last official meeting until fall.

The W.C.T.U. will hold its annual
picnic Friday at Ash Point Cove.
Inquire of Mrs. Hope Brewster or
Miss Alena Young about transporta
tion.

fort

Tree Pond Sunday, June 12.
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—EXTRA OUTLETS
^CTRICAL FLOOR PLUGS
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

REPAIRED

awnacro®

LIGHT
HEAT

Corner Drug Store, Inc., Gives Outstand- shelves are filled to capacity wit!'
row on row of cartons and bottles,
ingly Satisfactory Service—A Glimpse
all carefully labelled and marked
all arranged and classified as t<
.kind and as to house supplying the
of Its Immaculate Interior
product. This orderly cataloguing
The

24 HOUR SERVICE

CLARK-KALER Inc.
Rockland, Box 132

Next to Maine Power Co.

Engine Repairs
Welding—Engine Accessories
Auto Engine Conversions For Marine Use

Manufacturers of—WATER TIGHT POT HAULING GEAR

HYLAND MACHINE CO.
Rockland

TeL 1221

Spear's Wharf, Park Place

FOR A
BETTER

Greasing Job
Go to any Pan-Am Station
nothing is overlooked—only
the best oils and greases are
used.

Thurston Oil Co.
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
'Tillson Avenue
Phone 127

Rockland

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

Move The Modern Way
By H. & H. EXPRESS
C. O. HARADEN

Regular Trips
To Boston
EVERYTHING INSURED
EXPRESS SERVICE
TEL. ROCKLAND 629
BOSTON OFFICE
105 BEACH ST.
Tel. Han. 6443—6444

TAR and GRAVEL, ASPHALT
TILE, SLATE, TIN
COPPER, and
GALVANIZED
IRON
ROOFING

The Home of Corner Drug Store, Inc., Main Street. At Limeroek, Rockland.
Concerns In the State

The Corner Drug Store, Inc.
located at Main and Limeroek
streets, Rockland, is one of the best
known establishments of its kind in
the State at the present time. It is
also by way of being one of the old
est pharmacies in Maine. The cor
ner has been used for drug store pur
poses without break for several gen
erations.
L nder the administration of the
present manager. Richard A. Booth,
notable improvements have been
made during the past year and a
half which has resulted in a con
sistently increasing patronage.

The store has become known t<
traveling men as one of the cleanest
shops in Maine, and a visit to the
establishment yesterday by Th;
Courier-Gazette reporter, amply
confirmed that reputation. The
store proper is immaculate, flooi
clean, paint bright, glass and metal
shining. The windows, tastefullv
decorated, reflect the ambitious
policy of the store—new, dean mer
chandise, well displayed, reasonably
priced and courteously handled.

Bangor Roofing &
Sheet Metal Company
TeL 3526

GARAGE SERVICE

IMIIIGS

j;

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

TOWING SERVICE

SEE THE NEW FORD NOW ON DISPLAY

GREASING—TIRES—TUBES
“LET MESSER DO IT”

ROCKLAND

ville; Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gilchrist
NORTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron, and son and Mrs. Bragdon of Thom
aston; Mr. Labe and Mr. Hathom of
Miss Mildred Waldron and Miss
Frances Hurd of Rockland, were call Pleasant Point; Mr. and Mrs. Ever
Humphrey, Glencove, Rockland;
ers recently at the home of Mrs. Clara ett
Merrill Esancy. Appleton; Mrs. Ellen
Hall.
Conant, Mr. and Mrs. Perley Miller,
Mrs. E. G. Wiley and sister Mrs. Earl Brewster, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Laura Osborne of Camden, were sup Witham of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. E.
per guests of their cousin Mrs. A. I. I O. Ludwig, Albert Pease, Hope; Mrs.
Perry Wednesday. Mrs. Osborne is Olive Pease, Marion Pease, Mrs.
driving a new Chevrolet sport coupe. Luella Tuttle and son William Pullen
Mrs. Clara Hal 1 was at Willow- of Camden.
Brook last week. Mrs. Annie Plummer,
School here taught by Miss Thcrese
was a visitor there Friday, and Sun Sherman, closed last week. There
day Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose of will be three from this school to take
Searsmont.
exams for High School for next term.
The Hilltop Club will hold its an
Miss Carolyn Pease was a weekend
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Luella Tuttle nual picnic at Belfast City Park next
at Green Gables, Camden.
Sunday. Members are reminded to
Malcolm Phillips of Camden has take what dishes are wanted indi
arrived and will spend the summer vidually.
vacation at the home of his grand
parents Mr. and Mrs W. E. Hall.
TREMONT
Mrs. Ivie Bennett motored to Mor
rill Monday accompanied by her son
At the Underwood factory they are
Kenneth and daughter Mrs. Charles taking fish every day and are quite
Meservie. Kenneth will assist his busy.
brother-in-law Mr. Meservie in the [ Rev. H. R. Phelts of Newton, Mass.,
construction of a new house which he has arrived and will remain here
is building. Mrs. Meservie, who is through the summer to help with the
making her home at present with her larger parish work.
parents, remained there until Thurs
Miss Lucy Hale Tapley died here
day
June 6 at the home of her brother Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young of Thomas S. Tapley.
Camden were at the home of her par
Children's Day services were held at
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall Sunday. the church Sunday morning and sev
Mr. Young's brother Frank accom eral children were baptized.
panied them.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding had
Visitors and callers Sunday at Hill as guests last week Prof. Irville David
top Farm, home of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. son and son of New York.
Pease in' Hope, were Miss Katherine
Miss Margaret Baldwin has arrived
Tapley, Howard Blodgett of Brooks from Washington, D. C., and Mrs.

ATTENTION POULTRY OWNERS
Broiler Season About to Start
Dispose of them now and receive highest market price
No lot too large, none too small

Call Cohen Bros.
Largest Shippers in Maine
c-o Chas. McKellar
WARREN, ME.
62 Tues. tf
HI' IJI'J. J.'JTHW!'

are

shelved

and

at

th

SALES
583 MAIN STREET

,
PHONES 333—334

The prescription room is the
pride of the establishment for in
many ways it is the heart of the
business. It is absolutely immacu
late and to the filling of prescrip
tions goes the greatest care and fin
est precision.
A complete ami
thoroughly dependable service is
rendered which is understood and
appreciated hv physicians and pub
lic alike. Mr. Booth, a registered
druggist of 33 years’ experience,
gives this department his close per
sonal supervision assisted by Clifton
Cross, also a registered pharmacist.
The “back shop’ of the Corner
Drug Store is as orderly and whole
some as the front. To be sure every
inch is utilized by stock, prescription
bench and the mezzanine office, but
it is an extremely orderly conges
tion. A visit to the big, high posted
basement possibly brings the biggest
and most satisfying surprise of the
inspection for it reveals what is
probably the cleanest basement in
the city.
The stock stored here exceeds

No store is stronger than its per-'
sonnel and this organization makes
a particular effort to render a com
pletc, courteous and dependable
drug store service.
Richard, A
Booth, Ph. G., has the invaluable
asset of 33 years’ experience as a
background for his service as man
ager and prescriptionist.
Mr.
Cross, a local boy, is also a registered
druggist, and aids in meeting the
public. Kendrick Libby salesman, is
the third member of the staff. This
trio makes a sustained effort to give
the public what it wants promptly
and courteously, rendering every
service possible and standing square
lv behind every article sold. Mr.
Booth is a stickler on the ethics of
the business and not an ounce of
liquor of any sort is to be obtained
in the store.

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
cept Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
Arriving at Rockland at 8.20 A. M and
2 20 P. M Returning leaves Rockland at
9.30 A. M and 3.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
haven. arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50
P M

STONINGTON & SWAN’S ISLAND
LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sundays at 6 00 A. M.. Stonington
6.55. North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
about 9.00 A. M. Returning, leaves
Rockland at 2.00 P. M.; North Haven
3 00; Stonington at 4.00; due to arrive at
Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. II. STINSON. General Agent.
74-tf

ROCKLAND

TEL. 378

422 MAIN STREET

We Know !
If it has anything to do with an

automobile, leave your troubles

with us.

We know how.

Brakes
Holding ?

PERFECT SECURITY
That's (he feeling every motorist enjoys
after having his brakes lined or adjusted
here.

SALES

SERVICE

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1250

SHIP BY

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
JAMES MULLOY, Prop.
Insured and Bonded

24 Hour Service To
PORTLAND
DAILY SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
BETWEEN ROCKLAND and PORTLAND
Boat Connections
PHONE ROCKLAND 1134
3 ROCKLAND ST.

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
BOATS
Between
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington,
Swan's Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
JUNE 20
Subject To Change Without Notice
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

-Savina

*«■■■■■■■■■■»
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The Door of Hospitality

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

Rockland’s Leading Hotel

Famous Food
American Plan
Corner Main and Park Sts.
—RATES REASONABLE—

*

Roekland
<|

Test

TUNE UP YOUR CAR . . . Let us
overhaul your car and put it in condi
tion for real driving.

Ronald R. Messer

TELEPHONE 2-3

er convenience and speedy service.
The cases display a complete assort
merit of toilet goods anti the man,
articles associated with a modern
drug store. The candies are a spe
cial department in which the man
agement takes particular pride
handling only the best lines, Whit
man’s, Park Ave. and Durants
and buying very frequently in order
to insure absolute freshness of pro
duct.
The new soda fountain is a
revelation of modern styling. It;
spotless white and gleaming fittings,
its up-to-the-minute sanitary fix
tures and containers make the
delicious products even more tastv.
The fountain dispenses Fro-Joy ice
cream and products.
Manager
Booth takes personal pride in the
syrups used at the fountain, the
popular chocolate being by his owi
formula. Calls are filled for this
syrup to all parts of the State. The
syrups are carefully compounded

Just listen to that motor purr
like a kitten after we've com
pleted an overhauling job on
your car. It's sweet music ...
and so are our reasonable
charges.

Bangor

This Is One of the Oldest Drug

The stock itself bears the imprint under absolutely sanitary conditions,
of freshness and efficiency. All i- only the very best ingredients being
arranged for a maximum of custom used.

LISTEN
the REAL

SHEET
METAL WORK

Barrett Approved Roofers
100 Hammond Street

walls

of the huge stock allows Mr. Booth
to sec at a glance the condition of
all the hundreds of items handled
so that “we are just out” fails to
appear in the Corner Drug Store
vocabulary. It always supplies the
article listed in its stock. This base
ment is brilliantly lighted and ar
ranged for entire ease of access. All
incoming merchandise is opened
here, inspected to insure perfection
and then marked for merchandizing.
The entire stock is the heaviest of
any drug store east of Portland.

Marine, Steam, Gas and Oil

110 PARK ST.

ft

that displayed on the main floor

POWER

Phone 903-W

WITH AN EYE TO BUSINESS

1

SERVICE
ROCKLAND

SAFE - SURE
FAST BUS SERVICE
Pierce Arrow Cars

TO AUGUSTA, WATERVILLE, LEWISTON, BOSTON,
.
NEW YORK, PROVIDENCE
One Way and Round Trip Tickets On Sale At Hotel Rockland and
Thorndike Hotel, Rockland

Buses Leave Rockland at 7.50 A M., 12.00 Noon
Leave Augusta 9.50 A. M., 7.15 P. M.

THE WHITE LINE, Inc.

Maurey from Baltimore for the sum
SOUTH HOPE
rHORNDIKEVILLE
mer.
School Notes
Leland D. Hemenway ot Newton,
Edw. Howe died June 11 at his home
South Hope school closed June IQ
Mass., was a weekend visitor with his
here.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hemen with a ride and picnic to Beane's
shore, Appleton. Three other schools
way.
NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Ma. ilia Copeland or Warren were there and a fine time enjoyed.
Those having perfect attendance for
George McCarter and sister Kate returned to her home Sunday after a
entertained Sunday Mr. and Mrs week's visit with her cousins, Mr. and 1 the year were Charlotte Robbins,
i Fred Hastings, Donald Pushaw and
Virgil Hoffscs and son Virgil of Mrs David Hemenway
Fred Potter and family of Ells Glenys Lermond. Perfect attendance
Thomaston and Darius Montgomery
with a picnic at Scrub Oak Cottage worth were Sunday guests at C. C. for two terms, Henry Hastings, Esther
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Simmons Childs', Mrs. Potter and daughter re Robbins, Daniel Bowley, Edwin Ler
mond, Earl Upham, Arnold Childs,
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings maining for a visit.
Visitors at Lester Merrill's Sunday Henry Tolman and Freddie Tolman.
were guests of Mrs. Margaret Mont
A supper was held in the Grange
were Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Aylward
gomery Sunday.
hall and $13.20 added to the school
and
Miss
Julia
Thomas
of
Rockland,
Mrs. Mary Hall is in town to visit
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Regnier of funds and both teacher and pupils
her mother Mrs. William Foster who Camden.
thank all who helped to make It a
is ill.
George Davis of Port Clyde is visit success. All the old boards have been
Mrs. Pastorah Cummings of Leo ing his cousin, Myvern Merrill, for painted several coats by two of the
boys, Philip Crabtree and Henry
minster, Mass, is at E. S. Vase's for two weeks.
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ptishaw of this Hastings. During the year the sand
William Hoffses of Portland visited place, Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Mills of table was repaired and a blackboard
Camden, Clifford Wellman and Miss put up, as a contribution by L. L.
his farms here Sunday.
Mills. The wall clock was repaired at
Mrs. Ruth Benner of East Friend Lucretia Pushaw of Head-of-the- a cost of $2; blackboard paint, $1.65;
Lake,
Hope,
motored
to
Pittsfield
Sun

ship visited her father Nelson Spear day.
baseball, $1.15; school ride, $3; given
last week Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lothrop and to Mr. Beane in appreciation, $1; mak
Fred Robinson and Mrs. Ida Smith Mrs. Addie Tarbox have been in Wor ing a total paid out of $8 80; with a
with their son and daughter visited cester this week.
balance of $16 for another year.
Mrs. Amanda Grafton in South War
Richard Burchell and Mrs Mary
ren recently. Mrs. Grafton has Watson of Massachusetts came
reached the advanced age of 90 years to attend the graduation of Mrs.
and is as smart as the proverbial Watson's grandson, Robert Crab
cricket.
tree, who was a member of the class
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall of of 1932, Union High School.
Linley Merrifield who spent the win
East Friendship were callers on Miss
Kate McCarter and brother George ter at his cottage in this place, has
returned to his farm at MerrifieldSunday.
H. E. Smith has added the con town, Hope.
Beginning June 28 at 2 o'clock day
venience of electric refrigeration to
light. Miss Margaret McKnight of
his store.
r Several of the young pebple from Rockland will hold a Bible school at
this place enjoyed the alumni ban- East Union Grange hall. The chil
! quet and ball in Thomaston last week dren from surrounding towns are in
vited to attend. It is hoped the par
following the graduation exercises of ents
will, take a special interest and
T
hisiMAN—Frederick H.
_>
i Wednesday evening which were try and arrange for each child to be
Pfunder, Ph. G., has made it
largely attended.
possible for more than 200,000
present at these meetings.
sufferers of stomach disorders
Schools have closed. No 1, teacher
to eat normally again. The
and pupils, enjoyed a picnic at Mc
Pfunder treatment relieves
painful stomach and duodenal
Carter's shore; No. 2. made a motor
WILLIAM
E.
DORNAN
ulcers induced by hyperacidity,
trip with Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark
acute acid stomach, gas pains,
bloating, heartburn, belching
visiting the State museum at Augusta
&
SON,
Inc.
sour, permanent bad breath,
and the Soldiers Home at Togus;
and chronic soda stomach,
nausea, alcoholic stomach. Free
No. 3, Miss Zetta Smith teacher, with
Cemetery Memorials
trial treatment proves it to you!
the assistance of Mrs. Gladys Orff
EAST UNION. MAINE
Pfunder’s GUARANTEED Stomach Tablets
and Mrs. Rose Wales held a picnic at
4-tf
SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
Payson's shore

VINALHAVEN
Miss Ellen Wareham returned Sun
day from Biddeford where she has
been teaching during the past year.
Herbert Cassie arrived Sunday from
Portland for a visit with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Cassie.
Mrs. Lyford Coombs has returned
from several months’ visit in New
York.
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Sat
urday from Augusta where she at
tended commencement exercises of
Cony High School. Doris Lane, for
merly of Vinalhaven was a graduate
and in whom Mrs. Chilles was par
ticularly interested. Miss Lane in
September enters the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital in Boston as stu
dent nurse.
Funeral services of Capt. Stephen
S. Lewis were held at his late home
June 16, Rev. P. J. Clifford, pastor of
Union Church officiating. The floral
tributes were many and beautiful.
, Interment was in the family lot at
John Carver cemetery. Capt. Lewis
I was born in North Haven, son of
i Oliver and Rachel (Crabtree) Lewis.
His age was 77 years, 3 months and
; 21 days. Since he was 14 he had fol
lowed the sea, having been master ot
several ships. Besides his wife he
is survived by one daughter of this
town, Mrs. Carroll Gregory; and a
daughter by a former marriage, Mrs.
Elodie Hassen of Vinalhaven; a sister
Mrs. Addie Smith of Attleboro, Mass;
also a step-son Arthur Chapman of
Portland. Capt. Lewis was a mem
ber of Moses Webster Ladge, F.A.M.,
and had been a resident of this town
over 50 years.
Mrs. Ola Ames daughter Miss Nina
Ames and Mrs. Inez Conant have re
turned from Rockland where they
attended the G.A.R. convention.
Stephen Colson, Civil War veteran,
attended the G.A.R. convention and
is now guest of his son Chester Col
son of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman and
daughter Vera of Lisbon Falls ar
rived in town Saturday.
George W. Fuller, while starting on
a fishing trip Saturday suddenly
dropped dead in his boat. He was
accompanied by Stewart Davis who
steered the boat back to shore and

FISH
Wholesale and Retail
Pedlar Trade Solicited
Lobsters

R. E. FEYLER
Tel. 1191

Roekland

Milwaukee, after paying all bills due
the body was removed to W. Y. Fos
sett’s undertaking parlors. On Mon 1 has a large sum of money still In the
day's boat the remains were takep to city treasury and is unique among
Searsmont for interment. Mr.-Fuller cities. It seems that the city bought
was bom in Hope, son of Hezekiah only what it had money to pay lor.
and Katherine (Mossman) Fuller. He A droll idea!—Detroit News.
is survived by two sons of Searsmont.
Vinalhaven will have observed its
143d anniversary June 25. All good
Vinalhavenites should remember to
hang out the flag on that day.
During the summer months I will
Steamer Vinalhaven began Monday be located at 153 LIMEROCK ST.,
two trips a day to Rockland, leaving
one minutes’ ride from the PostVinalhaven at 7 a. m. and 1 p. m.
The annual ftanquet of the Vinal office, where I have fitted up a
modem Dentist Office. Work done
haven Alumni Association wili be held
by appointment only, and at re
next Tuesday evening in Union
duced prices for the present.
Church vestry at 6.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwood,
DR. J. H. DAMON
daughter and sons Neil and Kenneth,
DENTIST
have returned from Orono where they
Tel. 1160-J
Rockland
attended the graduation of Neil from
58-59Ttf
U. of M.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hatch were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. I
Coombs at Boulder Cottage, Shore
Acres.
Mrs. Della Annis and grandson John
Arinis are spending a few days at ► EMBALMING-!
Lookout Cottage, Shore Acres.
KOTOR AMBUIlANd
Moses Webster Lodge, F A M., and
Since 1840 this firm has faithf»'iv •
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES, attended
served the families of Knox County
church Sunday morning. Rev. P. J.
Clifford gave an appropriate sermon.
LADY ATTENDANT
Gertrude Sellers soloist and Agnes
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Smalley organist.
Elwood Sails is leaving June 23 frbm
BURPEE’S
New York on the S. S. Bremen, for
ROCKLAND, ME.
Germany, with two other Harvard
students for a month's stay at the
University of Munich. Enroute he
will visit Berlin, Weimar and Dres
den, and after the course at the uni
versity. Italy and Milan; thence to
Switzerland, up the Rhine Valley,
visiting the Black Forest, Heidelbetrg
and Bologne; thence to Holland and
England, where he will visit Eton and I
Oxford Universities; thence by plane i
from London to Paris, sailing Sept.'
9 from Cherbourg, France, for home.
Mr. Sails has been a student at Harv
ard for the past two years.

DENTAL NOTICE

ZZV/ZZt/WZHZZZ

SIMON K. HART
The Culbertson system must be bet
MONUMENTS
ter if it enables ________
husband and
o
ina wlfe
wire ‘ltvo
is
play that long as partners—Daven- 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rock
port Times,
'
1
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HAVE FAITH IN GOD

EVERYBODY HELPING
Union High School Alumni
To the Fore For the New
Building
-----4
The work on the Grade and High
School building at Union Ls progress
ing rapidly. The cement work is al
ready completed and the floor tim
bers are being laid.
As a result of a letter sent out by
Union High School Alumni Associa
tion to alumni and friends, in an
effort to secure gifts of furniture for
the new building, most encouraging
response has been received. Mrs
Emma Alden, son Edward, and Mr
and Mrs. George Mansfield arc giving
an upright piano for the High School.
Teachers' desks are to be given by
Miss Luella Storer and St. Clair &
Allen of Rockland. Mrs. Fannie Fogler of Billings, Mont., is to send a
large painting for the high schoc!
room. Desks for the High School
have been pledged by MLss Elizabeth
Harding in memory of her mother
and father and Mrs. Beulah Coggin
Oxton; grade desks by Mrs. Estelle
Perry, Hamlin B. Bowes, Mrs. Sarali
Bowes and George Newcomb in honor
of his wife; tablet arm chairs for High
School recitation rooms by Miss
Martha Gordon, Miss Evelyn Dan
forth and Miss Winona Messer;
chairs for gymnasium (two each) by
Allen Leach, Mrs. Cora Creighton
Willard, Conrad Seiders and Sirs.
Mary Seiders. Miss Daphne Wins
low, a former teacher has given $10
for a picture. Rev. and Mrs. Richaid
Moyle, Mrs. Edward K. Gould and
Mrs. Bessie Fish Pool are each to give
$5 for whatever use the committee
desires.
A most pleasing gift was that of a
very nice square piano by Mrs. Clrarlotte Alley of Rockland. This will
be used in the gymnasium, when that
room is used as an auditorium.
The plan of having desks and
equipment marked with a small plate
having inscribed upon it the name of
the donor is one that 'has Deen used
in schools not infrequently and it,is
hoped that every alumnus and friend
of the school will help to the extent
of a chair or a desk. All pledges
should be sent to the secretary of
the Alumni Association, Mrs. Nina
Fuller.
A get-together meeting of the
Union High School Alumni Association
is to be held at the dining room at
the Masonic hall on June 24. Supper
will be served at 6.30, daylight, and
all alumni and friends are invited.

WARREN
Among those from this place who
attended the G.A.R. encampment in
Rockland and the reception at the
Samoset Hotel, Wednesday and
Thursday, were Mrs. Fred Peabody,
Mrs. Herbert Weaver, Mrs. Joseph
Stickney, Mrs. Jesse Mills, Mrs. Percy
Bowley. and Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody of Fairfield were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. R. Moody.
Freda and Virginia Moody, daugh
ters of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody of
Fairfield are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Jameson.
Miss Harriet P. Stevens returned
home from New York Thursday after
spending the winter there.
Ellis Spear, 3d, of Newton Centre
is spending a few days in town.
Mrs. Iral Smith is guest of friends
at Seal Harbor.
Mrs. William Dobbins has been
visiting friends in the vicinity of BcAton.
The meeting July 5 of the Woman’s
Club will be patriotic in keeping with
the season and have the following
program: Flag salute; club collect;
business; singing of the "Star
Spangled Banner;” a colonial playlet
by members of the Community Club
of Union; address by Judge E. K.
Gould of Rockland. Members of the
Community Club will be special guests.
Hostesses for the meeting, Mrs. Laura
Brackett, Mrs. Ella Cunningham.
Mrs. Alice Cook, Miss Ida Stevens,
Miss Alice Walter, Mrs. Rosina Buber,
and Miss Hilda Aspey.
An especially fine supper of cold
meats, baked beans, salads and sweets
was served by the committee at the
Ivy Chapter supper Friday evening
At the meeting Mrs. Phoebe Harmon
received the degree. There were 22
members present from Seaside Chap
ter of Camden, among whom was
D.D.W.G. Matron Winifred Conley.
On the program were two piano solos
by Mrs. Louie Drewett, a reading by
Mrs. Lina Smith and vocal solo by
Mrs. Carrie Butler. Ivy Chapter
voted to serve the alumni banquet
which occurs the latter part of July
and have appointed Miss Tena Mc
Callum as general chairman of the
supper committee This will be the
final meeting of the chapter for the
season.
Mrs. Mary Shorten and daughter
Miss Mary Shorten of Manchester, N.
H., spent the weekend at their home
here.
New voting booths have been in
stalled at the Town hall.
Aden Feyler is painting his house.
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Beckett of
Friendship were guests Saturday eve
ning of Mr. and Mrs. Burdeen Sim
mons.
The lawn at the library is being re
dressed and new loam put on.
Chester Paine, son Carroll, and
daughters Dorothy and Marian, who
have been at their camp at Seven
Tree Pond the past week, returned
Monday to Randolph, Mass.
«. • • •
Notes of the Schools

School attendance the past year
has been especially good, ten pupils
having perfect records for the entire
year, being neither tardy nor absent
at any session. Five had but two
marks for the entire year, and 23
have had perfect records for two
terms.
At High School, Douglas Bowley
had a perfect record for the year,
and Douglass Gray, Charles Trone
and Douglas Starrett but two marks.
Those at High School who had a
perfect record for two terms were
Edgar Wiley, Howard Welch, Jr., and
Robert Wotton.
Grammar School: Winona Robin
son and Beverly Keating have had
perfect records for the year; Harland
Spear, Madeline Curtis, Katherine
Starrett, Kathryn Peabody, Christine
Starrett, Jasper Spear, Leonard
Sidelinger. Harold Wotton, Walter
Anderson, and Janet Wade, perfect
records for two terms.
Intermediate School: Those who
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Thirteen, But Luckv

LOUISE: I check up on my soaps
these days—see this list?

North Haven Pastor In Bac
calaureate Warns Against
Idleness

NELL: My, it looks long—what is it?

The closing exercises of North
Haven High School had their begin
570 pieces—lingerie and
LOUISE
ning Sunday morning with the bac
calaureate services in the Baptist
stockings and fine things—
Church, with the whole student body
in attendance, special music by an
washed with 1 box of LUX!
adult chorus and the orchestra. The
sermon was preached by Rev. H. F.
LUX goes further than any
Huse who announced as his subject
other soap I ever used and it
“Some Key-words to Life’s Happi
ness and Success.” Mr. Huse said
keeps my underthings and
in part:
Words are the vehicles that carry
stockings new ever so much
our thoughts, our ideas and our
ideals. They are the means whereby
y
&
longer, Her e s my list:
HI/
we communicate one with the other.
Education might be said to be ac
quaintance with words and the
18 chemises
48 pairs silk stockings
knowledge and experience locked up
12 step-ins
fl
84 tea napkins
in words. The measure of our edu
fj
18 nightgown*
fi
36 luncheon napkins
cation is the measure of our knowl
1 18 large chiffon handkerchiefs 84 suits children’s underwear
edge of words and ability to use them
60 men’s handkerchiefs
fl
with understanding and fitness.
84 pairs children's socks
Every word is a kev-word to knowl
60 wliite handkerchiefs
48 pairs men’s socks
edge of one kind or another. I
speak the word “electron." It is a
word that unlocks the mysteries of
material substance, the very consti
tution of matter. The child does not.
know what the word means but the
technology student writes a thesis
upon the word and gets a degree of
Bachelor of Science.
Key-words to life's happiness and
GRADUATES FROM OAK GROVE Vassalboro, where she has been an a prominent part in the beautiful
success what are they?
Miss Dorothy Nutt has returned outstanding student during the past candlelight seivice Sunday evening
• • » •
to the home of her parents, Mr. and year. Miss Nutt, as well as her sister of Commencement and appeared in
We so many times think of money Mrs. Robert J. Nutt, of West Eernice of the sophomore class, has the gymnastic demonstration. Miss
as one of these key-words but money Rockport after successfully complet been in the orchestra throughout the Nutt plans to enter Earlham College
is not necessarily such a key-word. ing a vear of intensive study at Oak year and has frequently been on the in Richmond, Indiana, next Septem
It may often be the key-word to Grove, the noted school for girls in honor roll in her studies. She had ber.
misery and despair. There was ]
Commencement exeicises of Vinal beenath the class motto: “We Shall [ program was the amusing last will ] Hetty Green, the woman who loved
imu-gsw
and testament of the class of 1932 money. She had money in abund
haven High School, Smith B. Hop Be What We Make Ourselves.”
The salutatory by Donald Webster, which was made and read by Mal- ance. She left when she died one
kins principal, were held Thursday extended cordial greetings was well 5 colm Hopkins. The junior class was
hundred millions. Mrs. Green was
night in Memorial hall, with a class written and finely delivered. The , well remembered.
never happy. She knew nothing of
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
The valedictorian was Dorothy the joy of real friendships. She
of five girls and eight boys. The hall historian of the class was Edward
was made attractive with evergreens T. White. His check up of the four Cobb. Her address was finely de knew nothing of the gratitude and
-i '-,
and white ffilacs. The stage was years in High showed careful thought livered and the well written essay 1 love, the joy that comes from gener
which
she
gave
showed
she
merited
banked with green which formed a and proved both interesting and
ous deeds. Money honorably ac
— -J—
•
hedge with center gate roped with amusing. The cornet solo by Alex the honor conferred upon her.
____ 2%
The class song was well written quired and rightly expended may
silver and "1932" in lilacs on a bank ander J. Begg was much enjoyed.
rem
The prophecy by Ruth A. Wahl- and arranged by Martha Beckman, become a source of great happiness
of green at the base of the platform,
in keeping with the class colors, man was nicely written and caused and nicely rendered. L. B. Dyer gave J but when it is acquired at the sacri
much merriment by its witticisms as an address to the class and presented fice of health, honor, character, the
green and silver.
Benediction and welfare and happiness of others,
At 7 o’clock the march was played the future of the class was foretold, the diplomas.
by Helen Sanborn Arey for the en through the "Fountain of Youth.” prayer were by Rev. P. J. Clifford. one's own soul, it is paying too high
trance of the undergraduates^ Princi To Miona Loyde. fell the duty of dis- Dancing followed, music by “The a price.
Therc are three key-words to hap- !
pal S. B. Hopkins, assistants,' Mildred , tributing gift to the class, and this Fakers.”
—at your Nation-Wide
The class roll: Martha Beckman, I piness and success in life which we 1
Hopkins and Gwendoline Greene, she did in a very effective manner.
Store. That s what JsA
marshaled by Walter Lyford to Each gift had been carefully selected Donald Webster, Edward White do well to keep in mind and act upon. I
keats at the front of the hall. The ! an dthe presentations caused much Dorothy Cobb, Malcolm Hopkins, j These are attitude, adjustment and ;
class of '32, entering from either side laughter. Kathleen Cotter then pre Wyman Guilford, Miona Loyde. Ruth faith. Its the attitude we take toward 1
of the stage. The girls dressed in sented Miss loyde with a gift, the Wahlman. Herbert Clayter Byron life that determines whether we are
makes shopping there
white, each wearing
American significance of which was fully ap Thomas, Kathleen Cotter, Alexander an optimist or a pessimist, a philan- I
Beauty roses (the class flower); and preciated by her. The vocal solo, Begg and George Healey.
thropist or a misanthrope, a Chris
a pleasant duty.
Class officers: President, Miss tian believer or a skeptic and miser
the boys with dark blue coats and : “The Little Red School,” was finely
white flannel trousers, with bouton i rendered by Martha Beckman, her Beckman; vice president. Miss Cobb; able cynic. As these summer days
secretary, Mr. Clayter; treasurer, come the earth as every school-boy
nieres of American * Beauty buds, voice showing much promise.
SPECIALS-WEEK OF JUNE 20-25
A highly interesting feature of the Miss Webster.
made an attractive picture grouped
knows is rushing away from the sun
at tremendous speed. Its attitude
1
have perfect records were Phyllis and families of North Waldoboro at the j been one of the finest ball players in toward the sun however is so chang
Earl Perry, Arthur Skinner; Alfred Community House, Martin's Point, i the State, and every one is glad to ing that we have instead of winter i
and Virginia Wyllie and Bertha Mc last week. There were 59 present and see him back in the game. The boys with its dreary desolations these j
are planning for a great contest dur June days with their roses, their
Intyre had perfect records for two it was a day much enjoyed by all.
Miss Mary Burns of Boston is the ing the summer months.
terms.
gardens, and fields sown with the
Malcolm Corner School: Helen and guest of her mother, Mrs. Fannie
ALWAYS POPULAR
assurances of abundant harvests and
THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
Willis Boggs had but two marks for Burns.
many yearly food supplies. We need
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Scott are visit
the year, and those who have per
to turn our faces toward Jesus Christ
POUND
PKGS.
fect records for two terms were Ches- ing relatives in Sanford and in New To Bc Next Week’s Lakewood Attrac the mighty sun of righteousness in
CAN
tion—The Vinegar Tree Popular
ley Adams, Bowdoin Miller, William Hampshire.
order to bring roses and summer
At the close of the first and second
Matson, Evelyn and Joan Smith.
into life's experience. Along with a
THE ARISTOCRAT OF CORN STARCH
“The House Beautiful,” which has
Hinckley Comer School: Anne grade school, Mrs. Lillian Boggs,
right attitude toward life we need
ORE BEETLEWARE TUMBLER
Norwood has had a perfect record teacher, seven point health pins were becn the most discussed play of years, the art of adjustment. The man I
WITH COASTER
for the year and C.iristir.e Jones j awarded to Philip Davis, Maynard will be the offering of the Lakewood who drives his car adjusts the engine [
j Wallace, Elizabeth Jameson, Marcia
perfect for two terms.
USUALLY FEATURED AT $1.00
to
the
road
he
travels.
Life's
chang|
Players
at
Lakewood
next
week,
Anderson School: Esther Tolman Benner, Jennie Sprague, Mary Miller,
1
Marjorie Gross, Elroy Gross, Jr., Monday night, June 27. The play ing vicissitudes call for life’s con
with a Purchase of each Can
had a perfect record for two terms.
tinual adjustments and readjust
Middle Road School: Leona Jones Sarah Ashworth, Arthur Burgess,
pkc.
Your choice of colors
ments. Tom Tulk was a Labrador
had a perfect record for the year, Edith Burgess, Nellie Mcody, Charles
fisherman
who
adrift
upon
an
ice

Ashworth,
Bertha
Lewis,
Pauline
and Vernal Wallace but two marks
floe lost his eye-sight and became
j Creamer. Pupils not absent or tardy
for the year.
stone-blind for the rest of life. But
Pleasantville School: Stanley and ' during the term were Arthur and
he said, adjusting himself to the new
Laverne Young had perfect records Edith Burgess, Philip Davis, Madeline
world he must live in because of his
1 Genthner, Millard Genthner, Inez
for the year.
Hilton, Pauline Creamer and Ken- j
misfortune, “if I cannot see my way
through life I'll sense it in some
Boys’ suits all one price, $5.95. at neth Cole.
A BIG VALUE
Salvation Army workers from
other way." And he did. He brought
Burpee & Lamb’s Anniversary Sale,
POUND
Rockland
will
canvass
the
town
this
the
fish-laden
schooner
through
the
now in progress.—adv.
CAN
week on their annual home service
fog and gale and raging seas and
appeal.
night safe into the harbor anchor
WALDOBORO
The Wadoboro baseball team or
age by the sound of the surf just
ganized
last
fall
won
the
firs.,
game
Mrs. Bertha Cleveland ot Portland
outside the harbor entrance.
of
the
season
Saturday
at
the
ball
is at the home of her brother, the
• • • •
grounds on Friendship street. The I
late Reddington Welt.
PINT JUG
The
most
important
key-word for
ALL FLAVORS
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Eugley and Bath Y.M.C.A. team were the op
life's
happiness
and
success
is
faith,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shuman have been ponents, the score 11 to 4. The Bath
faith in God, faith in ourselves, faith
team had only been defeated once be
on a motor trip to Quebec.
in others, faith in the great ends and
28 OZ.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler and fore in nine games. The batteries
Contents
ale For only
purposes for which life is given us.
Mr. and Mrs. Raph Titus and chil I were Carleton ana McLain pitchers,
BOTS.
and
other
flavors
The faith we need is a faith in God.
dren of South Eliot are at their sum and Kuhn catcher for Waldoboro;
Attitude, adjustment, faith — we
j Hayes and Ring pitchers, and Stover
mer camp at Eaek Cove.
find these expressed in the first
Robey Wiley entertained members catcher for Bath. Earle Carleton,
Psalm. Happy is that man, that
of the ladies' aid society and their pitcher for the Waldoboro team, has
HAVE YOU TRIED IT ?
woman who has the faith the Psalm
ist had, who takes the same attitude
deals wth the lives of two ordinary toward God and life, who adjusts
people living in ordinary circum himself to the law and will of God.
stances of life. Its message of hope In whatsoever that man doeth he
and optimism is revealed in a series shall prosper.
Graduates of the North Haven
of stirring dramatic scenes. Archie
and Jennifer have ideals and a be High School the world into which
SUN RIPENED FRUITS
lief that happiness and love count you go is hardly a world of roses al
for more than financial gain. They though there are roses in it. Il
LARGE
'ive their lives clinging to this ideal seems more today a world of briers
I LB. JAR
and they pass on the inheritance to and thorns, poisonous weeds. Be
BOTS.
their son Richard. As a noted dra ware of idleness. It’s our worst foe.
Something Different!
matic critic said of “The House Beau
Yours the task to help rid the
tiful," “It is merely the story of a world of war and the woes and curse
man and woman in ordinary circum of war. Yours the task to labor for
stances of life."
a sober world. Set your face against
AND ONE PAIR
BOTH
<%c
James Bell, who created the part of strong drink. Its the enemy of all
Archie in New York, will be seen in that is good and worth while. Society
HANDITONCS
for
his original role in the Lakewood pro must rid itself of bootleggers, band
duction. As Jennifer, Lakewood audi its, racketeers, kidnappers, exploit
ences will make the acquaintance of ers of the helpless, and the ignorant,
Mildred McCoy, one of the best known or society is doomed. Help to build
BOTTLE
of the younger actresses of the stage. the great age that alone can save
GRIP SPREADER
Although born in Providence, R. I., America and the world.
much of Miss McCoy’s girlhood was
Have faith in God. Cherish the
spent in Maine and she attended
ideals of justice, righteousness, truth,
school in Gorham.
Cans
Jean Dixon in “The Vinegar Tree” love, a generous concern for one's
is proving an exce.ptionally popular fellowmen.
BRAND
guest star at Iakewood this week.
c.n.
Miss Dixon’s p"rformance of the well
meaning but blundering woman who
Can
upsets the household in which she
World Famous Psychologist
lives is exceptionally amusing and
the comedy is one of the funniest of
YOGI DELL
the last four seasons. "The Vinegar
Coming To Waldoboro
everything to make the shot com Tree” will continue all week with the
COWBOW MOVIE STAR
By special request will be located
plete. Shots taken, some of which final performance scheduled for Sat at MRS. W. A. RICHARDS’, Main
BRAND
urday night.
Buck Owens In Downie’s Circus To will be used in pictures he has in the
Street. Evenings only.
morrow With the Wonder Horse making, will include those in the
Tasty, Ring-Shaped Cookies . . .
Hours: 7.30 P. M to 9 P. M.
SOUTH CHINA
seats in attendance as well as the
Goldie
show itself.
Mrs. Henrietta L. Sibley of China
Golden Brown . . . topped with
Low fee to ladies, 50r and $1.00
Buck Owens, star of the western
Owens is recognized as one of the died at her home Friday morning in
delicious frosting.
OO
Satisfaction or No Fee Accepted
THE DEPENDABLE
2 OZ.
films and his wonder horse “Goldie" ! world’s greatest trick riders and train- her 84th year. She is survived by
74’lt
BOT
Per ]lb.
KIND
pictured above, will appear at both I er of horses, his pet and faithful four daughters, Mrs. Herbert T.
performances with Downie Bros. Cir I steed “Goldie” is said to possess al Brown of Augusta Mrs. Lincoln Jones
cus when the big show comes here most human intelligence as a result of Mrs. Oscar Carvell and Miss Maude
tomorrow. It is with the circus that his patience and training. Oh, yes, Sibley of South China, also nine
Gilchrest
Buck started his career as a show i Buck is of the Buddy Rogers type. grandchildren and 12 great-grand
Monumental Works I
cowboy. He has brought his enitre girls—curls, dimples and all.
children. Mrs. Sibley was a member
The street parade will leave the of the Friends Church of this place.
Main Street
company of Hollywood movie cowboys
I• I
Thomaston, Maine
and cowgirls, and they are said to put circus lot at 11.45 a. m. Buck on his i Funeral services were held from her
on a real movie thriller in connection stellar mount will lead the grand en- late home Sunday at 12.30, Rev. HarARTISTIC MEMORIALS i
with the circus, cameras clicking, try march which opens the circus per- old Tollefson officiating. Interment
Telephone Connection
lights up, directors commanding— formance. a colorful event.
i was at South China.

Wj
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YOU CAN GET
WHAT YOU
WANT

JOHNSON'S

Milco-Malt PUFFED WHEAT

2 pkc3 Z3°

41

Cream Corn Starch

3EOc

FREE

1

NATION-WIDE

La Touraine Coffee

COCOA

35

2Z3‘

To.llav
IlvA PHUIT

>Ri*nuz
APR W vv

m

syrups

ginger

Fruit Delite

ay

2

2

Wind-0-Wash

Mucilage
SPLENDID

KNOW THY FUTURE

MC

SNIDER’S
CATSUP

Golden Swallow

RED
CAP

Z3’

Canned Foods

LE PAGE’S

Fancy Stringless Beans
3
Fancy Golden Bantam Corn 3
Fancy mellSw P«aS
I

Three Crow

Z5C
ZSc
18c

SUNSHINE

ICED GOLDEN JUMBLES

Pure Vanilla

2.T

4OOC

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
ROCKPORT
Richard Thomas arrived home from
Rev. H. S. Kilborn and Rev. J. A. South Thomaston won a double- Trinity College Thursday morning for
Advertisements ln this column not to
REAL ESTATE
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
Chadbourn e will motor to Boston header at Community Park Sunday the summer vacation.
cents, three times for 50 cents. AddlWednesday. Upon their return Fri- afternoon, defeating Whitehead 2 to
Miss Hope Bailey who has been the
I ttonal lines flve cents each for one time,
day they will be accompanied by Mrs. l and the Pirates 12 to 6. It was a guest of Miss Ruth Priest, returned
10 cents for three times. Six words
TRANSACTIONS
make a line.
Chadbourne who is a teacher of pitchers' battle in the first game, Sunday to her home at Whitefield.
French in the Eoston schools.
Hopkins holding the Coast Guardsmen
Mrs. Mabel Withee entertained the
0
The Beta Alpha will have a picnic to four singles, while South Thom- Saturday Night Club at her home on
James N. Hamilton of Rockland
and supper Friday at Mrs. Fred Dorr’s i aston made only five hits off Carter Mechanic street.
sold land and buildings in Rockland
cottage, Cooper's Beach. Any mem- and Foster. The batting was a bit
Mrs. Fred Murch and son Rex of
to Olaf Hyland and George Hyland
bers desiring transportation or any more free in the second game. South Orono were guests Sunday of Capt.
of Rockland.
having room for others in their cars Thomaston batting for a total of 20and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
GERMAN police dog lost, name on colSusan Barton of Vinalhaven sold
are asked to cali 139-2. also to take bases. Stewart made a circuit clout.
Rev. F F. Fowle returned Monday
lanrt ana
and hnildincs
in Vinalhaven
K J“at
cl“7onW
- Belfast.
Can alter 1
land
ounaings in
vinumaven to
m . lar
5 oJ.clock
|llow stMe. Florence
morning to Bangor to attend for the
dishes. If stormy Friday the picnic The scores:
Eva Barton of Vinalhaven
74-76
PTAPI.K8.
second week the raining school for
will be held the following Monday.
South Thomaston
Peter Heikkinen of Warren so’a
rural ministers, being called home
MKi AL BRACELET with red and blue '
Mrs. Howard Sylvester of Bruns- j
ab r h tb po a
stones
and
ornament
lost
between
corner
j
land and buildings in Warren to
Saturday to attend the funeral serv
wick Was a recent guest of Mrs. Har- ; Jackson, 2b ...... 3
1 3
Spring St. and Paramount Restaurant. ,
Hilma Teirila of Quincy, Mass.
ices of Mrs. Ellen1 Williams.
Call CHAMBER OF COM
Miss Elsie Reynolds of Portland were I Seavey, ss ........ 2
0 0
Compare These Prices
Harriet M. Defrees of Chicago, Ill. I MERCE.
An all day session of the Farm Bu
72-74
110
old Robinson,
Freeman, lb ...... 3
sold land in Camden to Donald De- (
reau will be held Thursday at the
1 7
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Bowman and j Putnam, c ........ 3
home of Mrs. Carrie Grey, Russell
frees of Winnetka, Ill.
weekend guests of Mrs. Fred Davis. 1 W. Makinen. rf .. 3
*
Parker W. Hewett of Plaistow. N. j
avenue, subject, "Home Furnishings .”
.............................. $3.48
Malcolm Creighton, a student at A M Makinen, cf 3
H„ sold land and buildings in Hope
Dinner at noon with Mrs. Minetta
♦ 29x4.40
29x4.50 .............................. 3.75
Williston Academy East Hampton, I Sleeper, 3b........ 3
to Archie Herrick of Camden.
Paul and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham in
♦
-----------♦ 30x4.50 .............................. 3.85
Mass., is spending the vacation with Gilchrest. If...... 3
charge.
Fred N. Anderson and Ninus A.
28x4.75 .............................. 4.25
his grandmother, Mrs. Herbert Lin- , Ar Makinen, p. .. 2 11
Jacob Newbert left Saturday for
Anderson of Vinalhaven sold land in
ROOMERS wanted, with or without
30x5 ......................
14.95
nell.
■
----------board.
MRS.
E.
C
GRANT,
184
South
a visit with his son William New
Vinalhaven to Elmer W. Simmers of
32x6 ................................. 24.85
A special meeting of Gen. Knox
25 2 5 6 21 8 4 bert in New York.
Main
St.
Tel.
526-M.
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Vinalhaven.
600x20 .............................. 15.98
Chapter, D.A.R., is called for Wed- |
Whitehead
POSITION wanted by large, strong, re
Misses Beatrice Graffam, Lois
Chester B. Pooley of Camden sold liable
girl of 13 years, to care for small
nesday at 3 o'clock at the home of the
Bums, Ruth Miller. Solveig Heistad.
ab r h tb po a
land and buildings in Camden to children afternoons or evenings. CALL
regent, Miss Edith Lenfest, Dunn
.
and Roland Richards went to Bucks
794.______________________________ 74*76
113 0
Ernest C. Light of Camden.
street.
Keuy, jo .......... 4
BOYS
port Monday morning to attend the
Ormond E. Loomis of Belmont,
TWO MEN—18 hour week, hard work,
Rev. J. A. Chadbourne who attend..... ?
A SPECIAL FOR YOU
Epworth League summer school as
Mass, sold land and buildings in good pay. Teachers and mature college
ed the service at the Baptist Church Trjnn '
preferred. Write or call 512
Pennsylvania Bicyrle Tire
delegates from the Methodist Church.
Washington to Charlotte J. Loomis of students
CLAPP MEMORIAL BLDG., Portland
Ssiinrtav pvpnino.............
Sunday
evening rprpivpd
received aa warm
warm wp
welI.
“Sturdy Stud"
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Ames of Brook1
Foster,
lb,
p
....
3
Belmont,
Mass.
74-lt
come from his friends. Although im
0 line, Mass., are guests of his sister,
jCarr. 2b .......... 3
1 1
Howard
D.
Deane
sold
land
and
TAXI
driver
wanted.
Must
be
expe

proved Mr. Chadbourne has not fully ’ Drinkwater, cf ... 3
98c
0 Mrs Maude Davis.
0 0
buildings in Union to Mary A. Deane rienced and furnish references. Apply
recovered from his accident.
In person at 23 PARK ST.
74-76
1
An unusually large delegation from
Williams, If ...... 3
of
Belfast.
Harry C. Moody and family have
CAN’T I HELP with your extra house0 SL Paul's Lodge. F.A.M., and Harbor
Christopher S. Roberts of Rockland
arrived from Boston and opened Widdecombe, c .. 3
1 work? Thoroughly competent. Wed
Light Chapter, O.E.S., attended in a
land
and
buildings
in
Vinalhaven
sold
nesdays
and Fridays, by day or hour 18
13 Plate Bonded Battery
their summer home on High street.
27 1 4 4 21 8 2 body services at the Baptist Church
MEADOW ROAD, Thomaston.
73-75
to Ida R. Libby of Vinalhaven.
Mrs. John Buker of Monmouth is
Two-base hit W. Makinen. Double ! Sunday morninS abd listened to a
Mary
A.
Buchanan
of
Camden
and
POSITION
wanted
as
waitress
or
cook's
$5.50
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett.
very able sermon by the pastor. Rev.
73*75
others sold land and buildings to helper. TEL. 735-J.
Mrs. Scott Young is visiting her Play, Widdecombe and Carter. Bases G. F. Currier, based on fellowship and
COUPE or small truck wanted; cheap.
Marston L. Beverage and Jessie M.
daughter, Mrs. E. J. Price in Roslin- on balls, off Makinen 1, off Foster 1. cooperative work. He was assisted in
TEL. 365-J.
74*76
Beverage of Camden.
dale, Mass, having motored there Struck out. by Makinen 7. by Carter the service by Rev. F. F. Fowle. The
WOMAN housekeeper wanted in family
Sophus Hansen of Camden sold
with Mr. and Mrs. Price after they 3. Stolen bases, A. M. Makinen 2, choir augmented by Mrs. Nellie Bal
ELISHA W. PIKE
land at Camden to Howard T. Wilbur of two. Apply P. O. BOX 145, Camden.
had made her a short visit.
| and Poster. Umpires, Brackett and lard, Mrs. Amy Miller ad Mrs. Orra
72-74
Unanimously nominated in yesterday’s Primary as the Democratic Candidate of Camden.
689 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
. , , .
j O'Brien.
Burns of the Methodist Church fur
Wilbur J. Oxton of Stoughton,
61-tI
for Judge of Probate
„ , _ ..
... ,
.
,
..
South Thomaston, 0 0 0 0 0 2 O—2
Next Friday will be observed as the | whjtehead,
0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1 nished special music.
Mass., sold land and buildings in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Coates
and
patronal festival of the parish of
....
Rockland to Chester M. Hunt of
Mrs. Herbert Coates were guests
Saint John the Baptist, with the fol- !
SOUTH THOMASTON Rockland.
NORTH HAVEN
Wednesday
and
Thursday
of
Mr.
and
lowing services: 9.30 a. m. outdoor j
South Thomaston
Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin and • grandson ! Viola Wood of Rockland sold land
choral eucharist at Payson’s Farm
ab r h tb po a e Mrs Ralph Loring in Rockland.
Miss Nye returned Saturday to her Edw\ Wiggin were guests of Mr. and and buildings in Rockland to Charles
MILL WOOD, lour foot lengths $6.
Carolyn Graffam and Thalice Spear home in Island Falls.
Cushing, followed by a picnic lunch; Jackson, 2b ....... 5 1 115 2 2
Mrs. William Wiggin in North Jay b. Wood of Rockland.
stove length $7, Junks and fitted hard
i
7 p. m., choral evensong with sermon Seavey, lb ........ 4 3 1 2 9 0 0 are employed at the Samoset for the
wood
at market prices. L. A. PACKARD.
over
the
weekend,
making
the
trip
Charles
B.
Wood
of
Rockland
sold
Miss Cole returned Saturday to her
summer season.
by Rev. E. C. Kenyon. At this service Freeman, ss ..... 5 1 3 3 1
R. F. D.. Thomaston.
68-tf K*.
there
by
auto
and
accompanying
Mr.
'
land
in
Rockland
to
Viola
Wood
of
The C. Wolcott Henrys arrived home in Vinalhaven.
the choir will be joined by that of St. Putnam, c
5 1 1 1 10
NEW 14-ft row boat for sale cheap,
| Rockland.
FIVE room tenement to let. fruit trees;
Mrs. Haskell of the central district and Mrs. Alvin Wiggin, Jr.
from New York Friday to spend the
or will exchange for wood. 25 FRANK ■Iso
Peter's Church. Rockland,
' W. Makinen, rf . 5 2 2 4 0
Mrs.
Emma
Stamp
of
Portland
is
four room bungalow. E. H. PHII.LIN
ST.
72-74 BRICK.
summer at their cottage on Beau school returned Saturday to her home the guest of her daughter Miss Hazel chie, Mrs. Harold Harlow. Mrs. Ida
Have you seen the new advertising A.M.Makinen, cf 5 0 1 2 1
Tel. 1188-M.
72-74
in Stonington.
GLENWOOD gray enamel 3-burner oil
champ Point.
clock in McDonald's drug store win- Sleeper, 3b ...... 5 1 1 1 0
FOUR ROOM rent at 17 Grove St.. $18
Stamp while recuperating from a Rogers, Mrs. R. W. Tyler, Mrs. Hattie stove, good condition, price $10. MRS
Word has been received that Cyrus
month. Also modern six-room rent
dow. The McDonald's are having Gilchrest, If ..... 5 2 2 2 1
There is much need of rain on the broken ankle.
1 Jackson, Miss Emily Pierce and a DOROTHY HORSLEY, 46 Knox St.. per
on Grove St., available July 1st Apply
H. K. Curtis who has been very ill island. For want of moisture gar
their store painted.
: Hopkins, p......... 4 1 2 4 0
73*75
A very pleasing feature of tlie Iarge group of High School students Thomaston.
___
DR.
R.
W. BICKFORD.
71-tf
since May 26 at a Philadelphia hos dens are backward and many lawns Grange last Wednesday night was as guests, at Whitcomb's Beach, Ash
Mrs. Lucy Sillery who has been j
—
SEEDLINGS, strong, stocky, large vartv-7-------- 1---------- T
rlety.
all
35c
doz.
Strong
tomato
plants.
at
4?
IILLIAN
’
bicknfm
6
pital
has
recovered
sufficiently
to
be
visiting in New York, has returned !
drying up.
43 12 14 20 27 13
the concert given on the veranda Point- Transportation was furnished 35c doz. Cabbage plants 45c per 100. j
LILLIAN BICKNELL
taken to hik home in Wyncote. It is
home.
previous
to
the
meeting
by
Ivan
’
s
by
F.
H.
Maloney,
J.
T.
Baum,
Mr.
The
Sunday
School
held
its
last
Pansy
plants,
fine
colors,
large
flowers,
y.^imerocx
st.
___________________
72
74
Pirates
hoped tlyvt he may soon be able to session until September Sunday with Band. It could be heard distinctly Laakinson, Mrs. Mundie. Supt. Morse, 20c basket. CHATER'S GARDENS. Cam- , FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
On their trip to Boston Monday
ab r h tb po a e ) make the trip here.
turn to left beyond Rockport bridge.; let. good location,
rent reasonable.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner were
........ ....
Tej
an attendance of 72. Summer serv in many parts of the village and was cSleeper and Harvey Crowley den,
...»
_ _____________________________ 74-tf . ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St.
accompanied by Mrs. Henry L. Bry'h f’lb *3 0 0 0 2 0 0
j which was very greatly appreciated.
ices do not begin until the first Sun much enjoyed.
66-tf
1
1
1
VICTOR Electric Orthophonlc for sale.
ant and Miss Harriet Burgess. They
..... d
Closes Successful Session
day in July. Services in the church
Sunday s ball games were played in Water sP°rts and baseball, supple Plays
12 records. Cheap. H. L. BOSSA
UPPER TENEMENT of six rooms and
llill return
OieWarl, ID .......
5 3
7 9
will
return UZndnnc/la,,
Wednesday.
The Church Vacation School which will continue until this time. The Rockland, but resulted in victory on mented by a wonderful picnic dinner Friendship.
74*76 I bath to let at 121 Maverick St., also two
Collins,
c
..........
5
0
Charles Starrett, who has been va
!
small
houses on Park St.. L. E HOWfor the past two weeks has been in time of the evening service is now put both occasions for the South Thomas- made UP a Perfect day and a fitting
UPRIGHT piano, ln good condition,
cationing from his duties at the Frye, If.............. 4 0
for sale. Price very reasonable. Mav be i ARD. 121 Maverick St. Tel. 212-M 74*76
session
at
the
Baptist
Church
each
over
to
7.30.
standard.
ton
team.
The
score:
Between
S
T.
j
en
ding
to
the
school
year.
0
Thomaston National Bank, returned S'.?l<,siler' cf
seen at 8 FOGG ST. Tel 607-Y.
72-74
TWO or three room furnished apart
week day except Saturday, from 8.30
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
,
’
ivnimnv ©c
The island is now receiving two A. A. and the Pirates, 12-8 in favor
Murphy,
ss ....... 3 0
to let. THE FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
to work Monoay.
HOME-MADE doughnuts and cup ment
Whereas. Dora Lerman of Rockland ln
to
11.30
a.
m.,
with
an
enrollment
of
St.
_______
74.76
the
former;
and
between
the
S.
T.
mails
a
day.
5
30
and
2.30.
The
North
4 1
a a
„ j „ . . .
. tb® County of Knox and State of Maine. cakes made to order or sold by dozen
Misses Grace Miller, Elizabeth Carter, 2b. ss
more
than
100
and
an
average
daily
Haven began her summer schedule of A. A. and White Head, 2-1 in favor OI by her mortgage deed, dated the 30th JOHN BRIDGES' STORE. 120 Old County
4
0
FOUR
room
apartment
with
bath
to
1
1
Woodcock and Elizabeth Henry went;
p
attendance of 85, closed Friday with coming
73*75 let, street floor. 83 Park St.; also eight
_____ _ direct
____ _____
across _______
Saturday ___
after- the 'Keag. There was a very large at- day of July 1928- and recorded in the road.
1 0 0 0
to Bucksport for a week's course at Rlchardson' rf
rooms,
second
floor,
277
Main
St.
TEL
an
exhibition
in
the
evening
of
the
noon.
“
This
is
greatly
welcomed
bv
j
tendance
of
fans
from
the
Keag;
in
m
the
&$iand
PROFESSIONAL Movie Camera com
the Seminary. Rev. Mr. Leach mo- Gardiner, 3b .... 2 1 1 2
71-tf
work that has been accomplished dur those havingbusiness inRockland. , fact it seemed much like a deserted & Building Association, a corporation plete $20; three Tungar battery chargers
tored them there, accompanied by his
1 0 1 1
SINGLE house to let. flush toilet.
ing that period. This was a com Newly painted, the boat shines like i village here all afternoon, but every- legally organized and having Its olace $4 each. Used and rebuilt batteries
0
0
0
gu
arante
ed.
$2.
$2.50
and
$3
JORDAN
S
garage, at 8 Rockland St. Inquire D
dauehter
T eona Woodcock.
Wnndnnet Winchenbach, rf 1
daughter Olive
Olive and
and Leona
of business at said Rockland. Rnox
munity affair, the work being carried a new coin.
, one is proud of our ball team.
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St._________ 73-tf
County. Maine, a certain lot or parcel of BATTERY STATION, 6 Kelley lane.
Miss Miller and Miss Henry graduate
on by both churches, and any boy or
72*74 rent at 17 Grove St.. $18
With
the
departure
of
the
Westport
s
Hurd
has
had
his
house
land
with
buildings
thereon,
situated
ln
FOUR ROOM
this year after a three years' course
_.
.
. . „ „ _ . 10 ° grl in town was eligible to member
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover per month. Apply DR. R w. BICKRockland, bounded and described as fol
hingled.
Saturday
afternoon
there
was
un
and Miss Woodcock has one more t?r!J^0maSt0n’ J J „ 2 ? ? 2 ?
$10,
Junks
$10.
W.
L
OXTON,
West
ship. All workers gave their services
F0RD___________________________ 71-tf
Mrs. Annie Mundie and daughter lows:
year. Diplomas are awarded at the , Puates'
21001020 0— 6 freely, thus making the expense very usual activity upon the wharf of
Tel. 8011 Camden.
66-tf I
Beginning at stake and stones at the Rockport.
_ _____________________________ 1 FIVE ROOM apartment. 750 Main St..
Meredith are guests of friends in corner of lot number 5 as designated on
friends
to
say
"bon
voyage
”
to
the
end of the three year course.
Two-base hits, Seavey, A. M. Ma- slight.
DRY
HARD
fitted
wood
$10.
Junks
$10,
Block;c bath,
hot water
Voluntary offerings were
said plan, and ln the southerly side of hard wood ..
. wood opposite
,jpa, wUhCrockett
oU buruer
A HAMILTON
limbs $9. long $8. soft
Dr and Mrs. Peabody will go to ^uien. Stewart, Gardiner.
Three- brought each day by the pupils and graduating class as they started on Thomaston.
line
of
said
Pleasant
Street;
thence
by
73-tf
Services being conducted in the the easterly line of said number 5 lot. and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 29 Chestnut St.
Brunswick Tuesday to attend exer- base bits, W. Makinen, Hopkins____
this________
amountlv,will be used to aid the their outing trip to Boston. Accom
263-21.
66-tf
the continuation of said line as the
32 FT. CABIN CRUISER to let—New
cises of the class of '32. of which their ?0IPe run- Stewart. Double plays, continuance of religious work in the panying them are Principal Danforth church here each Sunday by the stu and
line of lot designated as number
engine, toilet, stove, all electric; 14 knotand Miss Buzzell During their visit dent pastor Cecil Witham are very easterly
S”month
---- ------------son Stephen Lavender is a member. “aCK£on and Freeman; Carter and rural communities of Knox County.
by
or season. J N SOUTHARD'
6 on said plan, south 5J west, seventy0 Rockland.
They wii return Wednesday to go ' ®te*arL Bases °n balls, off Hopkins
Among the exhibits were cut outs the group will have its headquarters well attended, yet there are many eight (78) feet, to the northerly side line
71-76
who
are
neglecting
to
avail
them

at
Hotel
Garrison
in
the
Back
Bav
of
lot
designated
as
number
3
on
said
again to Brunswick Thursday to at- , .
Hallowell 3. Struck out, by Hop- of various kinds, fancy vases, oil
FURNISHED tenement to let. all mod
plan; thence by the northerly side line
selves
of
the
opportunity
to
hear
the
section.
There
is
much
to
see
in
Bos

ern. electric lights, gas, bath, hot water
tend commencement at Bowdoin ColHallowell 7. Stolen bases, cloth animals, scrap books, embroidof said lot number 3. south 90° east,
heat. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North Main
lege.
” ■ Makinen. Gilchrest and Hopkins, ered articles, books of Bible stories ton. and these davs can not fail to fine sermons by this gifted young seventy-five (75) feet, to the westerly
St. Tel, 422-R.________________
68-tf
man
as
well
as
giving
him
their
sup

have
great
educational
value
as
well
line
of
lot
designated
as
number
2
on
Mrs. Alice Simmons of South Port- i Umpires, Flanagan and Feyler.
written by the pupils, and a large sunFIVE ROOM flat, all modern, 23
which is a great encouragement said plan: thence by said line continued,
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
land is visiting her sister, Mrs. Olive
bonnet quilt; also a large display of as bringing to this favored group a port.
North 18 east, eighty-three (83) feet, let for the season, large furnished cot- Pulton
... „ St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
in any case.
and two inche.s to the southerly side line tage; everything modern, two car garage ! 240 Broadway.
Keizer.•
—
I
j ,
F'
paper
—r'-4 work MJby Lite
the IkXliUAVl
kindergarten
gill LC11 V4V
de royal good time and climax to their
66-tf
* • • •
of Pleasant Street aforesaid; thence by EDW. O'B. GONIA. Tel. 710.
“
*
------------------Mr. and Mrs. John Lauler of South aJe ,D°una b>' numerous laws and partment. The program was highly four years in high school.
59~tf 1 FOUR room apartment to let. sunthe line of said Pleasant Street, north
Notes
of
the
Schools
FURNISHED
cottage
for
rent
by
the
:
porch,
toilet,
heater,
good
closets
pleasThe
grade
schools
held
their
usual
Portland were callers Sunday at Hor,
entertaining and was an illustration
,
86 West, forty-six feet and three Inches
i
°‘- Kari Woodcock is at his home 0{ the daily sessions, the object of closing exercises last week, and en
Village scncols closed Friday after to an angle in the line of said street day, week or month. J. S. ALLARD & 1 ant yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W
ace Ktizer's.
SON, Ocean View Point, Spruce Head.■ .
68-tf
in
Lewiston
,
which
was
to
teach
the
application
of
joyed their class and school picnics. 1 an 11 weeks' term which was pro- thence
Lhen£e. by
by the line
“ne of
of said
said street,
street, nortl
north
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover and son
_______________________ 74-79 j THREE desirable rents. $15. $18 or $25
89
’ 30’ west, forty-seven (47) feet to the Me.
One
group
went
to
the
golf
grounds.
,
nounced
by
the
officials
and
parents
°
R' E/ Dunn returned Christian ideals to every day life.
visited John Shrader’s family in Jef ,
nrst bound. Together with the fee ln
FURNISHED cottage
for
rent,
built
In
month.
—........... lonth. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Pullerla^t Monday from a trip to Canada.
Led by Elizabeth Andrews bearing the Another spent Friday at Bartlett's wbo bave lcePt in touch with the work such part of said street as belongs to 1932 on upper ---------------------ferson Sunday.
Megunticook Lake, Lin- Cobb-Davis.
62-tf
colnvllle. Good road, drive right to cot-1
;----------7-----------The large congregation expressed National Flag and Norma Smallwood Harbor. Among those to attend this as highly successful. Excellent prog- the above described lot.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Pooler and
tage.
screened
porch,
float,
row
boat
i„,
A
v
L
R
,
1
.
ngle
b<
’
use
\
c
,
1
,
™n
and
cosy,
to
Also
another
lot
or
parcel
of
land,
daughter Nathale who came to spend pleasure, in the picture made by the the Christian flag the entire school latter picnic was Aunt Eunice Brown. ress has been made by a very large bounded and described as follows, to lee, wood and spring water. $15 per week
*.1^ .£b"6r<’n preferred.
TClUXTC’ZVXT zr«
A V ris^rrt ,Lincolnville
,
. .
MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tel.
the weekend with her parents Mr. and garden of children'' and the fine j marched into the church singing who in her 88th year seems as spry as percentage of the pupils, all of whom wit:
JOHNSON
TALBOT.
or at 676-M.
Beo’i'j’iir.'T on the southern side of KNOX GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me
66-tf
of this simple and lovely t "Onward Christian Soldiers." After any of these grade school youngsters won promotion into higher grades.
Mrs. Alpheus Jones, returned Monday presentation
,
Pleasant Street, at a stone bound and
73-76
TENEMENT
to let on Court St. ER
to Marblehead. Mass.
little pageant.
giving a salute to both flags and to
Mrs. Roger Danforth and children ' ,May 24, the eighth grade consisting marking the original corner, on said
NEST
C.
DAVIS
at
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
COTTAGE at Cooper’s Beach for sale
___
____________
„„ who
Fred Lowell who has been for sev- the Bible, numbers were presented by left on the Westport Saturday for her ! of
Miss_Virginia
Merrill__
of ____
Belfast
Mertland Har- street, of lots numbered 4 and 5 on plan
to let. 6 rooms, electric lights, water, _________________________________ 67-tf
has been guest the past week of her era' wee'ts working in Kennebunk- each class. It was a very profitable home in Castine
ringXon, Mike Sutella. William Ander- of land “belonging to heirs of James or
garage. 10 minutes from town
Call
ARTMENT to let ln Bicknell Block.
Robinson;
”
thence
by
the
original
line
1 evening and greatly enjoyed by the
1 son. Edward Wiggin, Hugh Knowlton, between said lots 4 and 5 by land for 178-R or BLACKINGTONS CLOTHING ..£?
aunt, Mrs. Fannie Howard, returned port has arrived home.
MRS B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
stort
n-tf
Battery
F
baseball
has
posted
the
large
number
of
parents
and
friends
home Monday morning.
N. H. H S EXERCISES
Ralph Tyler, Miriam Wiggin, Celia merly of Nancy J. Robinson (deceased),
following scores of their games, June who attended.
* • * «
’
“
Crowley and Marjorie Sleeper, all south 5 west, seventy-eight (78) feet,
AT ASH POINT, six room cottage for
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
the north line of lot number 6 on sale or to let for the season; lights and able for family of two or tiiree, at 15
15 to 18 inclusive: June 15, Battery F.
____________
Interesting Graduation Pleased Large succesfullj passed the test given them to
said plan, formerly owned by Nancy J. telephone. DR. C. F. FRENCH, Rock- Slimmer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gammage 8, Locals 12; June 16, Battery F, 6,
Audience At Island Town—Nine in t0 determine their fitness to enter Robinson; thence by the line of said lot !and.
7i_tt Tel 318-W.
SOUTH CHINA
66-tf
and son of South Bristol were visitors Locals 5; June 17, Battery F, 12,
6. north 89- 45’ west, foiy feet (4) to the
the Class
School.
james p
AT GINN'S POINT near Crescent
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished
of Peter Hilt and daughter Miss Edna Locals, 9; June 18, Battery F, 10,
Graduation exercises took place
Owine
to
some
criticism
Aunt
TVTnrs^
!
corner
of
fence
built
by
said
James
Beach,
cottage
and
house
to
let.
either
crwiiig
10
some
criticism
supt.
Morse
Robinson
nnd
Gardner
L.
Robins,
rooms
or
single
room
to
let.
bath
aud
,
z . i
vaiuuv.
Robinson;
over the weekend.
here last week and were enjoyed by
State Prison 6.
A charming graduation in connec- I thought it wise to give a .similar test thence north 5° east, parallel with the or both for season or by the month. E. garage, all modern. For Information see
Carl, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
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sixth and seventh grades «rst described line, by land of said James
Bruce Peters had a narrow escape pitched on the Thomaston Twilight 'ageT,graln*n^*’, school were held at
FOR SALE or to let, by day or season
’
also which he did last Thursday In F- Roh‘»son, about seventy-eight (78)
FURNISHED apartment to let two
lrom cu owning Friday in the Georges team last year has arrived at Camp tbe Bahtjst Church Wednesday eve- wos »hat of last Friday night in the di.o, wmen ne aia iasi xnursaay. in t fept tQ sajd pleasant street: thence by several cottages at Waterman's Beach. rooms, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST.
seventh grade the highest rank said Pleasant street, south 89 30’ four Excellent locations, prices reasonable. E Tel. 600 or 211-M.
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River back of the Dunn & Elliot wood Campello, Friendship, Long Island. ning’ and Pupils of the eighth grade Baptist Church when before an as the
in arithmetic was won by Sylvia , (4) feet, to the place of beginning.
V. SHEA, South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11.
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TWO desirable cottages at Crescent REN ST, Tel. 577,
Ulmei, Meiedlth Mundie and
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
caught and in attempting to clear it
Mr’, and Mrs. H. D. Crie and Dr \ in 800111 china- the remaining town nine graduates. The processional by Evelyn
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condition
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FURNISHED three room apartment to
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river. He was rescued by Virgil day at the Crie cottage at South Bram b>’ thelr highest honor gradu- sive To the orchestral strains
“Aux Flambeaux" the undergradu- ! Watts, Jr., achieved the highest score. | in witness whereof, the said Rockiand
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres
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Seal)
Announcement by the broadcaster,
Miss Pauline McLain is passing a The Little Symphony Orchestra, nurably given before an unusually
week with her aunt Miss Edith Gil Luther A. Clark, director, will play; large audience: Processional, "Bar- Ronald Gillis from the broadcasting both seventh and eighth grades, the | Rockland loan & building assostation of the North Haven High . seventh studying "The United States," ; CI£™%RRY o OURDy. secretary
.
.
■ oornlo A lie rtKoron ”
more in Hiram.
several numbers including an over carole, Aus Oberon,” Theda Boynton School; salutatory, Edna L. Water- I and tbe eighth "All Foreign Coun- I
state of Maine
and Myrtle Huff; invocation, Rev.
Walter McLain is ill with a severe ture by Suppe.
ss.
June 20. 1932.
cold.
Harold Tolifson; vesper hymn, Old man. Miss Waterman gave a very in ‘ tries." Some very fine illustrated j knox
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
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booklets
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. English, chorus; salutatory, "The teresting historical sketch of. the FoxMembers of the Leonard C. Stetson
Harry O. Ourdy, Secretary, and made Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
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EDWARD K. OOULD.
Reservations solicited. V. P. HALL. 21 apple orchards,
36 Mountain
Portland. He is believed to be on the Federated Sunday school and the ! intyre, chorus; valedictory, "The ington,” Jeannette W. Crockett; class Susie Sleeper acted as judge of the
Rockland St.. Rockland, Me
71-tf St., Camden. BUCHANAN,
Tel. 2597.
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SMALL seven room house for sale, at
Whereas. Edward W. Drinkwater and nille rugs, made from your old carpets
Miss Flora Putnam, for many Day. Masses of snowballs sweet tJon/. Ruth M parmenter; duet, selection. “Lutzspeil,” church orches- i Snow of the eighth grade, and selectSouth Warren, lights, bath, electric
years a resident of Thomaston, but rocket, irises, peonies, roses and other (..cloud Pictures." Rich, Misses Del- tra; oration, "Success,” Beulah M. Pd Meredith Mundie's book as the Clara A Drinkwater, both of Camden and clothing. 15 different colors to water system, never falling spring, barn
340. attached; also small building suitable
now of Roxbury, Mass., is guest of howers made a beautiful setting.1 phine Norton and Dorothy Martin; Crockett; Address to Undergraduates, best and Gordon Crowley’s second, in j *“ ,the bounty of Knox and state of match your home furnishings. TEL.73*75
--------r^rded^ln
Nutt: prophecy. Wendail the seventh grade; in the eighth
for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS.
choir, t eommejjcement address. Prof. Lowell Alice G.
Mrs. Charles H. Washburn. She will
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop. M.T>. JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights. Thom“Registry of Deeds. Book 218. Page
remain several weeks. Mr. and Mrs. 'Hear the Voice of Children" to the Q. Haynes of Colby College: presen- Howard; Presentation of Gifts, and Miriam Wiggin as best and Marjorie Knox
74.tr
conveyed to the undersigned. Oil- Body, wood, top and glass work, welding, aston. Tel. 57-4.
----„ ------------------------------------- recessional, the service reflected the ' tation of diplomas, Principal L. C. Class Will, Mabelle Bray; Valedictory, Sleeper, second. As there were 20 564.
Harry
Putnam of Malden.
Mass., moford B. Butler of South Thomaston, ln spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M
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63-tf lands with barn and cellar thereon, for
tored down with her and were guests careh“ training given by the teach- , Tatham; benediction, Rev. Harold Gerald G. Beverage.
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The diplomas were then presented many pages of writing, it was r> a certain lot or parcel of land with the
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Mrs. Washburn
over nirrVif
night.
LADIES—Reliable hair gooas at Rock sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ladd have to the graduates bv Vernon Bever small job to select them. Both ! buildings thereon, situated ln said Cam- land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orden
Mrs. John Creighton, Miss Marga ^rlV.ve^Se!VeS, *" th® reciting
-------------------------------------byJhe, ^.lni'er,s a?d i opened their overnight camps on the age of the school committee, regret teacher and pupils appreciate Mrs. j ^s:and boullded and de“r,bed as fo1' solicited. H.' C. RHODES. Tel. ‘519-J.
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oneGreek play “Oeaspus" in which John Fairest Lord Jesus by the inter- j Mr and Mrs william H. Ring
$450. terms or trade. ROLAND E. PAYhorse work harness, for sale. H. H.
fine service Baccalaureate Sundav wise perfect records of attendance j (42) feet to place of beginning; also a SON. East Union. Tel. Union 18-2.
Creighton will be soloist of the mediate. The beginners and primary > visRed Mr and Mrs charles Ri
72-74 WALDRON, 42 Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
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Miss Katherine Creighton who is | BaibaraGilchrest, Olive Leach and
Eleanor Esancy and Charlene Es exercises have reflected great credit missed
excellent condition, for sale. HENRY B.
in camp with her school has planned ' “onia Woodcock sang the song of ancy visited their sister Hazel Fitz- upon Principal Danforth and Miss weeks, Miriam Wiggin, Marjorie 1 Of above described lot. as described ln BIRD. Rockland.
74-tf
Buzzell, as well as the class itself, and Sleeper, Alberta Graves, Beverlie j deed of Mary a. Clark to Joseph Emery.
to be at home Saturday night and IClover, Buttercup and Violet. J geraid Tuesday.
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will bring two friends with her.
Recent guests at Herbert Esancy’s brought great satisfaction to tne Jackson. Arnne Knowlton ana Alice ward w Drtnkwatcr et al dated Deeem. age 20.000. Good mechanical condition.
Baum each missed one day only, ber 12th. 1928.
No reasonable offer refused.
E. C.
Representatives of the Maine Cen each group, and other readers were included Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse town
Keys made to order. Keys made
Those receiving diplomas were: j Alice Eaum missed one day to attend
And whereas the condition of said TEAGUE, Warren. Phone 13-42 Warren. to fit locks when original keys are
tral Railroad met a company of in Elizabeth Henry, Elizabeth Woodcock and George Nash of Camden Mr. and
72*77
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
terested citizens in the town offices and June Henry. Much credit is Mrs. Raymond Libby, Roger Libby Gerald G. Beverage, Edna L. Water the graduation exercises at Kent's mNr0^agttl^fb0“n 'bykCrne_,. U1 lIlr
books provide keys for all locks
Monday evening and explained the due Mrs. H. F. Leach, Miss Thelma and their mother Mrs. A. L. Libby of man, Ronald A. Gillis, Wendall How Hill Seminary, otherwise her attend- breach of the condition thereof, I claim
record would have been perfect' a foreclosure of said mortgage
without bother.
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pick-up delivery service which the Linscott and Miss Alice Tuttle, who Lincolnville; Mr. and Mrs. W. C. ard. Jeannette W. Crockett, Beulah ance
for 68 weeks.
Dated at Rockland. Maine, June 20th,
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Under Supervision of Miss Assailant of the 1 8th AmendMcKnight, Assisted By
ment Shows a More HuMiss Mary Varnum
!
morousTurn

Ruth M. Clark of Castine has been f
appointed county club agent for Knox
and Lincoln counties, succeeding!
Loana M. Spearin, who becomes ]
assistant State club leader, July 1,
it has been announced by A. L. Deer-1
ing, director of the Extension Serv
ice.
Miss Clark graduated from the Uni
versity of Maine -this year, receiving
a Bachelor of Science degree from
the Home Economics department
After graduating from Castine High
School in 1928, she attended the
Graceland College, Lamoni, Iowa, for
two years. In 1929 she was captain
of the Girls’ Athletic Club and vice
president of the Social Club. This
year at the University of Maine she
was a member of the student govern
ing body and president of the North
Hall Club during the first semester.
She is a member of Phi Beta Phi and
the Maine Outing Club.
|
Those who are responsible for her
appointment feel that she has excel
lent training for the new position.

President Hoover said. “Beyond Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
platforms and measures, there lies j Here is a United Press despatch |
Miss Evelyn Kennedy and Miss
that sabred realm of ideals, of hopes,, from Oklahoma City, dated June 12:
Dorothy Blaisdell of Marb'ehead,
and aspirations—those things of the! “Ira J. Alder, who kilted his
Mass., were weekend guests of Mr.
spirit which make the greatness and brother-in-law and his brother-inand Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell Miss Blais
the soul of the nation.” The "soul law’s wife “because they wouldn’t
dell will remain for the summer in
of the nation” cannot be finer or cook enough pie,” must die in the
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794
Marblehead, where she will conduct a
nobler than the religious ideals of its electric chair, the Criminal Court of
private playground.
citizens. No higher, finer ideals have Appeals has ruled. Alder was con
Mr. and Mrs. G. Howard Perkins of
been presented and lived than those victed of the murder of Mrs. Nora
Cambridge, Mass., announce the enMiss Eleanor Griffith is spending
taught and lived by “The Man of McDonald, wife of his brother-ingagement of their daughter. Miss the week at Megunticook Lake.
Galilee." The Knox County Asso law. It also was charged that he mur
Elizabeth Perkins, to Bailey Aldrich, |
____
ciation for Rural Religious Educa dered her husband Tom McDonald
son of Mr. and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich
Miss Helen Sallinen gave a birth
tion seeks to challenge the boys and and attempted to murder his own
of Boston and Tenant’s Harbor. Miss day surprise party for Mrs. Kail
girls to thinking and living consist- wife. His only explanation was that
Perkins was graduated from Bryn Maki and son Eino Friday evening
! ent with those ideals.
they wouldn't cook all the pie he
Sfawr College, in 1930, and Mr. Al 25 guests being present. Both re
The association will open five wanted. The defense contended that
drich from Harvard College in 1928 ceived gifts including money. Re
weekday Bible schools the week of such an explanation showed insanity."
and is now a member of the third- freshments were served. Cards and
June 27. This will be under the su
Because of the direful consequen
year class at the Harvard Law School. dancing ended a happy evening.
pervision of the religious director, ces of pie-eating. The Anti-pie-eaters
He is a member .of the Harvard and
Miss Margaret McKnight. The asso Association is advocating a consti
Union Clubs of Boston. There are
Roderick Crandall, who has been
ciation is fortunate to have Miss tutional amendment having for its j
lw immediate wedding plans.
the guest of his father in this city, has
Mary Varnum to assist in these purpose the wiping out of the habit, j
returned to Islesboro for a visit.
' schools during the summer. She re- leading as it does to such crimes as I
Woman's Educational Club picnic
' ceived her bachelor’s degree in re that set forth in the above news
will be held with Mrs. Winnifred
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Griffin, Mrs.
ligious education from Boston Uni item.
Horton, Cedar street this afternoon. Margaret Rackliff and daughter
versity, June 1931. Her work in Bos
While the liquor amendment, if
Virginia, and Miss L. E. Walker were
ton University included special and when enforced, would cause the I
Invitations have been issued by Sunday visitors at the home of Mrs.
' teaching experience in the primary rriter no annoyance, an anti-pie
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield for lunch, Nettle S. Brown, South Waldoboro.
Mrs. B. B. Smith, Miss Jeanette
i grades of the University Deemon- eating law would be very distressing 1
"ON
MY
SET"
eon and auction at The Thorndike,
Smith and Mrs. A. C. McLoon have
; stration School. Miss Varnum has to me, especially during the periodi
Miss Helen Fales of East Friendship returned from a short stay Ih Port
Thursday.
i had practical experience in her home cal pie-drunks associated with trips
Ears
were
glued
to
the
radios
is the guest of her uncle, Willard land.
! church, Pilgrim Congregational of to my native Maine.
last
night
for
latest
returns
on
Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bickford had Fales.
I Lowell, Mass. As superintendent of
Fortunately for me, the uni'
the
State's
primary
election.
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner retumas guests Saturday Hon. and Mrs.
j the junior department of the Sunday formly outrageous character of j
•••
•••
•••
Ernest L. McLean and daughter
i ing from Brockton, Mass., where
Walter Wincheil, famous news {school, as teacher and' as chairman the New York concoction keeps |
SUMMER VISITORS
Angela of Augusta.
they were called by the death of
paper
columnist and gossip re ! of the committee on religious educa- me from complete disaster. But be
Mrs. Toner’s brother, William Little
turned to the air last week after I tion. She has also taught in the cause of the “hope that springs i
Occasionally we hear this re
Miss Arlene Walker of Boothbay
field, had as house guests over the
two months’ recuperation from I daily vacation Bible school, East eternal" I occasionally take a chance |
mark: ”1 did not see anything in
weekend Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Little
Harbor is the guest of Miss Thelma
and assisted in the health here, with the uniform frustration of
overwork. Some of the listeners !I Boston
The Courier-Gazette about my
Whitehouse, Talbot avenue.
field, Mrs. Marguerite Hurd and Miss
program at the Boston Dispensary. such hopes. On such occasions I have
also
think
of
taking
a
vacation,
guests.” A little reflection will
Rae Hurd, on their way to Orono.
but it would be a strange world I Because of her fine missionary spirit, feelings which ' must be similar to
show the impossibility of getting
C. F. Doherty of New York has
Miss Varnum is willing to share her those of the unfortunate Oklahoma
if
we all thought alike.
the
names
of
all
summer
visitors
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Burns of
been in the city for a few days the [
experiences with the rural boys and man who killed his cook. In my case,
•••
•••
guest of his sister, Mrs. Albert' who come to Rockland In July
Waterville were weekend visitors In
girls of Knox County as a volunteer however, the outraged feelings are
Bill
Terry,
new
manager
of
the
and August. We want all we
Rockland.
Hastings. He came to Maine to attend
assistant.
engendered
by
the
appalling
New York Giants, was inter
can get, however, qpd to this end
commencement at Bowdoin College.
Is each one doing his bit to sup idiosyncrasies of the thing they here
viewed
on
the
radio
SundayThe Woman's Association of the
It was the 25th anniversary reunion! we ask readers to send In such
port this work, that is reaching our call “pie."
night. Said that the National
Items, either directly to this
First Baptist Church meets Wednes
of his class.
rural children who are without op
If ever homicide were justifiable
League
teams
were
never
so
even

office or to our society reporter
day at 2.30 in the vestry.
portunities to be trained along re
believe it would be on the part of a
ly matched as this year. Cubs
Mrs.
Gladys Jones
Morgan,
Misses Eva Hunter and Charlotte
ligious lines, and without which they man "brung up" on the .laine brand
have a good team, but weak at the
whose
telephone
number
is
Dyer spent last week at Alford’s Lake.
Mrs. Lucy A. Glover has arrived
easily fall a prey to Communism in of pie and who was forced to eat the
bat.
Giants hope to be “up
794. Spcial events as well as
for the summer and is now visiting
its vilest forms, and later fill our New York type.
there.”
Mrs. A. R. Havener gave a picnic
arrivals and departures are de
F. W. Fullers, after which she will
prisons and pails, and from every
» • » •
supper and bridge Thursday evening
sired.
occupy a napartment at La Rosa, on
standpoint become a liability, caus
The above letter which also ap
Grove street.
at her Crescent Beach cottage. There
GIVEN FROM MEMORY
ing an increase of our taxes, and low peared in the New York Evening
were three tables.
ering the good name of our State?
Post, brought to Mr. Porter a very
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake motored
Mrs. Delia Sullivan has arrived Pupil. Of Mrs. Leola Flibt N'oves Arc
H. V. T.
luscious pie from the newspaper of
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Dick had as to Waterville, Sunday. On their re from Orono and Is a guest at Mrs.
Presented In Fine Piano Recital
Rockland,
June
20.
fice, and warnings that he was likely
house guests over the weekend and at turn they were accompanied by Mr. Elmer S. Bird’s.
to get other samples. With the New
their cottage at Seven Tree Pond, Lake’s sister, Mrs. Shuman and son,
Mrs. Leola Flint Noyes presented
MRS. JAMES A. FRENCH
York Post came this rhyme:
Miss Edith Bicknell is visiting her piano pupils in recital Thursday
these delegates to the Spanish War who will be their guests for a time.
friends in Boston.
Veterans and Auxiliary convention:
deep regret we note your plaint
After a brief but severe illness the With
evening at the Universalist vestry
Mrs. Laura Sawyer of Gardiner was
And deem it worth our serious pity
Mrs. Elzina Miller, past department
earthly pilgrimage of Mary E. French That you should cast a slur or taint
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Castera
Means
last
Nathalie Howard entertained the ' before a large audience of enthusi- ended June 11. Conscious to the On Jimmy Walker’s perfect city.
president; Mrs. Gertrude Purington
H. F. Club and guests Friday evening astic parents and friends, whose end. she bade a tender goodbye to So to appease your "pious’ rage,
department secretary; Mrs. Nettie week
Herewith we send a small confection
at a bam dance. Spring flowers
Moore, department musician; Mrs.
Mrs Josephine Baker who was the formed effective decorations in a color tiearty applause paid tribute to the I each of her friends, made all the ar- That e’en the rock ribbed State of
Mary Peters, department color bear
rangements
concerning
the
burial
Maine
showing
made
by
the
youthful
per

er; Edward Miller, Ralph Purington guest of friends at Matinicus, last scheme of red, white and blue. Games
not produce in more perfection.
rites, then slipped away to meet her Could
week,
has
returned
formers.
The
members
of
the
We
hope
that when you’ve ate your fill
and
dancing
were
supplemented
by
and Mr. Moore, veterans, all of Port
Lord.
She
was
born
March
1,
1857
Of this delectable concoction.
Symphony
Orchestra
sandwiches, lemonade, ice cream, cake Kitchen
land.
in
Rockland
the
only
child
of
You
’
ll
ne'er
again sell Gotham short
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson of and candies. The girls, all in their brought forth appreciative laughs by
think of it as up at auction.
Thomas and Mary Savage. In June Or
The
Highlands,
Miss
Verna
Watson,
theii
costumes
which
featured
white
j
For
we
have
cooks from far and near
early teens, in their colorful evening
Mrs. Carl A. Christofferson was
hats 1878, she was married to James A We know their beans, their prunes and
hostess to the T Club Thursday eve Mr. and Mrs. William Stone and gowns made charming “little ladies." aprons and “Happy Holligan"instrufishes
: French
Rockland, whose death six
Nathalie’s guests were Mary Egan, made of tin dippers. The
ning at her home on Chestnut street. children of Thomaston motored to nriscina
And nightly serve the White Way crowd
jean uiuxey,
vir- ments’ 'in the orchestra ranged from 1 ^rs ago was a ^rea^
' her' With many appetizing dishes.
Portland Saturday, and witnessed the Priscilla oiapies,
Staples, Jean
Clukey, VirOne thought before we say good-bye,
ginia
Nelson.
Margaret
McMillan,
;
the
lowly
tin
cover
through
to
stately
a
“
1
om
*
nicn
sne
never
1U11
V
Portland
Y.
D.
convention
parade.
The Methebesec Club is to have an
Pray write to Herb another letter
Raymond Harper, William Cummings bass viols made of broom sticks with •
prench possessed literarv and And tell him plain. Manhattan’s food
all-day picnic Thursday at the cot
| yard sticks for bows. However mot™
s HernT
s With beer would be a great deal better. |
Mrs. L. W. Pickett, Miss Irma Fick- and Kenneth Carroll.
tage of Mrs. Alice Karl, Megunticook
The Com-mlt T. i
____________
ley the instruments mav have been artls-lc “»lents‘. Her many poems
Lake. Take basket lunch. Those de ett, Clinton Fickett and Mrs. Turner
E. W. Porter
the rhythm work done by the playsiring transportation are asked to Berry are in Boston for a few days.
CASTINE
New York, June. 15.
ers demonstrated the value of the in the local papers of some years
communicate with Mrs. A. J. Murray. Mrs. Berry will spend the summer
ago,
while
her
artistic
skill
was
ex

Miss Olive Heath of Penobscot ano | undertaking. The program:
with her sister in Lincoln, Mass.
506-R.
Herman Austin of Brooksville were;
s
xColcord pressed in the beautiful floral pieces
. CAMDEN
which she made for a host of satis
married Wednesday night at the Fed- I
Kitchen symphony orchestra
Frank
T.
Pearson
of
Bridgeport,
Hugh Snow is on a trip “Down Conn., is visiting In this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cunstance of
erated parsonage by Rev. Oscar L ! The Return of the Peasants ....* Kroeger fled customers. To work among her
East.”
------, Olsen. Present at the ceremony were
®ar niithhns°n
Peins flowers was her greatest delight and Bogota, N. J., have been recent guests
the beauty of color and fragrance of Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Good.
Rev. William T. Howe, pastor of the Mrs. Florence Heath, Bernice Heath, | e
a8ejOhn O’Sullivan......
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover were at Congregational Church
Reuel Pierce of Lewiston is visiting
in North!Alvin Heath and Mrs. Olsen.
j Kere
We Go
Llveley about her home testified to her love
Rangeley Lakes over the weekend, Conway. N.H.. accompanied by Mr.! Mrs. Charles Noyes and Miss,
for these. Her sunny disposition and his sister, Mrs. Joseph A. Brewster,
Betty O'Brien (age 4 years)
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Briggs.
cheerful bearing of her many trials Jdcobs avenue.
and Mrs. Charles Perry and son ! Preston have opened the Noyes sum- ,
Nancy snow
Mrs. Wolcott Henry has arrived
Charles Robert Perry of North Con- . mer home for the season.
Cathedral Echoes
Read endeared her to all who knew her.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Rochester way and Lester H. Morrell of Lewis-! Mrs. Peter Hutchins who has beer. |__
For many years a semi-invalid be from Cincinnati, Ohio, to spend the
_.Kltc??1 symphony
returned to Arlington. Vt., yesterday ton are at Mr. Howe’s cottage, North in Hartford, Conn., for several weeks Morning Glory (Melody)
............................ Llveley cause of rheumatism, she always summer in Camden.
after spending the weekend with Mrs. Haven for 10 days, after which theyI caring for her daughter Ruth, is suf - Dust Sing-Sing
greeted her callers with a smile, and
Robert Fogarty
Chester Hansen has resumed his
J. M. Baldrige, Warrenton Park.
....................... Forster found time to perform many tasks of position as clerk in Frank T«. Ken
will spend a week here.
j fering from an attack of gall stones Through the Forest
Ruth Wheeler
love for others.
nedy’s store after being confined to
------j and is unable to return as planned.
Majolica Polka ................................ Rees
Mrs. Joyce Lehing of Rutherford,
No immediate relatives survive the house by illness.
Raymond Fogarty
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman, Mrs. Gardner
Principal and Mrs. W. D. Hall and
N. J., is the guest of Mrs. Ruth E. French, Mrs. Charles Schofield. Mrs. I Mr. and Mrs. Ermo Scott spent Fri- | Sonatina in c ......
.
..... Clementi A brother-in-law, seven nieces and
Miss Jeanette Stahl who has been
Sanborn, Liile street, for the week.
nephews by marriage, and a host of teaching at Mars Hill is spending the
John M. Richardson, Mrs. Ralph1 day night at Vogell’s Week-End , Evenln„
"tone Soem)
Glendenning, Mrs. Herbert Curtis, Camp.
sTster of n““ DaS?e
friends will miss her sorely in the summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards. Miss Margaret Nutt, Mrs. A. R. Havyears to come.
Mrs. John Stahl.
Edwin Douglas who has been with
Josephine Pellicane
Cedar street, had as recent guests Mr. ener. Miss Pearl Borgerson, Miss Hazel | his aunt Mrs. A. D. Clement is now [ &cene de
Mrs. Carle Cassens
Capt. Arthur Webster left on the
NOriii'siivey..... czlBU,Ka
and Mrs. Harold Parker, Forest B. Marshall and Mrs. Leland Drinkwater ■ in Rockland to spend the summer Duet—Moment Musical ............ Schubert
boat Saturday night for New York
Snow and Mrs. Eliza Herrick, of Blue motor to Hallowell this afternoon with his mother, Mrs. Fred ThompBarbara Johnson. Joseph Pellicane
SINGING PF.NS
where he will assume charge of
Cradle Song ..................................... Hauser
Hill.
Thomas J. Watson's new yacht. He
where after dinner at the Wooster son.
When you use your pen today,
The Ugly Dwarf .............................. Erving
Let It sing;
expects to return to Camden July 1.
House they will enjoy cards at the j Mrs. Truman was in Berlin, N. H.,
Mary Dodge
Miss Charlotte Buffum and Mrs. home of Mrs. Herbert Maxey in Au- } a few days last week to attend the In Italy (Tarantelle)
There's
enough
of
woe
and
sadness
..................... Wilson
Many from this place attended the
On the wing!
Nettie Bird Frost entertained at din gusta.
Kitchen Symphony
regatta in Rockport harbor Sunday
I wedding of Miss Hortense Knights.
ner Saturday night at the Bird Farm,
The entire program was given from
You’ve a friend who longs to hear
afternoon given under auspices of the
Willis Leach entertained six of his
Old Acres, St. George. High scores
From you now;
Pine Tree Outboard Club.
A few friends from this city were friends Friday afternoon in honor of memory, and the efficient manner in
Troubled
lines
may
mar
the
beauty
in contract were made by Mrs. M. F. guests Saturday evening of Mrs. his eighth birthday. His guests were | wblcb each number was presented
Miss Mary C Davis returned Mon
Of
her
brow!
Lovejoy and Fred L. Linekin. Among Olive Fales, in South Warren. A very Sylvia Small, Merrill Coombs, Phyllis ! reflected the excellent instruction
day to her home in Woodfords after
the amusing features of the evening enjoyable evening was spent with ' McIntire, Robert Hall, Karol Gray back
A message with an uplift
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Fish.
them. Refreshments were
Pray indite;
were the rhymes written by little games and music, and a nice late and Marjorie Leach
I served by MrsFlint, assisted
The Parish Players assisted by the
Let
your
pen
be
full
of
music
Norma Frost accompanying the joke lunch. The guests were Mesdames
Capt. John Gray, accompanied by by Mrs. Raymond Fogarty Miss
Megunticook Players will present at
When you write!
gifts.
an early date, the great mystery play,
Marjorie Cummings, Doris Jordan. Mrs. Gray and son Jack and William : Daphne Winslow and the chlldren.
—Alice Strong in Boston Post.
“The Bat." It is given lor the benefit
Felicia Dodge, Beth Seavey, Belle Stringer of New York, arrived Wed
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett of Frost, Mabel Greene, Cecile McPhee, nesday. Mrs. Gray and children will
Well, it seems clear enough that thc- of the Camden Community Hospital
Rockville had as guests during the Blanche Fales, Mrs. Rena Fales and spend the summer here.
Culbertson system will win if you get and is under direction of Stephen
Spanish War Veterans’ convention Mrs. Florence Burns of Friendship
WED.-THURS.
the cards and can outplay your op Gushee. Included in the cast are
Graduation exercises, class of 1932
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith and and Mrs. Doris Maxey of South War of the Normal School, were held in
Cora Calder, Louise Waterbury, Eliza
ponents—Publishers Syndicate.
daughter Viola of Augusta.
beth Calder, Zenas Melvin, Alfred
ren.
the gymnasium Thursday evening,
Sherman, Fred Crockett, John Miller,
when 57 students, seven of them
Miss Gladys Hunter who teaches in
WED.-THURS.
Joseph Greenlaw.
Castine young people, were graduated.
Goshen, Conn., arrives today, for the
Dr and Mrs. Guy Blood of Roslin
The Ethel Roche prizes were awarded
summer vacation.
dale, Mass., are visiting his parents,
<&,' Wectc/ing '
to Barbara Mueller, Patricia WhiteMr. and Mrs. Frank Blood.
house, and Helen Gurney. Honorable
Miss Adelaide Trafton, Mrs. Helen
Mrs. Alice Sherman of Appleton ls
mention was awarded Margaret Quig
Q&ae
Qranil
D. Perry, Miss Katherine Keating and
the-' guest of her daughter, Mrs.
ley. Those on the achievement list
Miss Christol Cameron are on
Gertrude Waterman.
were Margaret Simmons of Friend
week's motor trip to Canada.
• • • «
ship, Dorothy Conner of Castine.
—
but
somebody
ties
Graduate With High Honors
Thelma Downes, Florence Creamer I
omen
The Monday Contract Club met last
a jangling tin can
and Josie Heath. The speaker for
A large and interested audience
evening with Mrs. O. E. Wishman,
the evening was Edward E. Roderick, I
enjoyed the graduation exercises of
Were
Pawns
to their
Elm street.
deputy commissioner of education for
the class of 1932 Camden High
Married
Maine.
School last Thursday evening, and
Mrs. George Arnold and Mrs. Olive
when he played his
were Justly proud of the showing
Life!
Griffith of Providence were recent
DELUGE OF ORDERS
game of romance and
made by the attractive group of
guests of Mrs. Grace Keller, Main
From ROCKLAND
bright young students. The exer
street. On their return to Providence
international in
Motor Car Plants Are Run
cises were held at the Library Am
to Boston, Bangor, Auburn
they were accompanied by Mrs. Kel
ning On Full Schedules In Indiana
phitheatre, an ideal setting for such
ler’s daughter, Maryon, who will be
trigue in the merry
Brooklin, Bar Harbor,
an occasion. The class colors were
With all departments working full
thelr guest for a week or 10 days.
SYIV/A
whirl of Washington
green and white, the motto, “Ever
schedules, more than
and other points. six-days-a-week
Onward." Bertha S. Classon was
700 employes have gone back to work .
Out of town people called here by
society.
class adviser. Following is the pro
the tragic death of Ed-ward M. Benner Week-end excursions to Boston, in the Auburn, Ind., p’.ants in the '
gram :
included Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner sailing Friday or Saturday at last two days.
MARCH
Warner
Officer of the Day .................... R B. Hall
of Augusta, and Mrs. Henry Myers
The production program of 12-cyl8:30 p.m. arriving Boston early
Band
and sons, Leonard and Floyd, of Dor
next morning. Returning sail from inder Auburns for June has been in
Praye.to 600 cars with an equal
chester, Mass.
Salutatory
Boston Sunday or Monday, 5:30 creased
Cloyd Wampler Packard
number of straight-eight convertible
Oration—‘Footprints'
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy were p.m. arriving Rockland early next models. All closed Auburn straightLawrence
Nathan Hopkins
(4
hosts to the Hill and Dale Club and morning (Daylight Time).
eight cars are built at the Conners
Forest Whispers ........................... Karsoly
Band
families Sunday at their cottage at
ville plants of the company.
Excuraion Round Trip Fare, $*V85
Ejsay—“Why Higher Education'
Crawford’s Lake. Picnic dinner out
Vastly increased production has
Rockland to Boiton
f
Dorothy Marian Young
door was augmented by boating, fish
been necessitated by the signal suc
I 0 (faramuent <?lctux [
Class History
Gertrude Evelyn Hardy
wtih
ing and bathing. In attendance were Week-day excursions to Bangui, Bar cess of the new merchandising pro
Class Prophecy
Mr. and Mrs. Lovejoy, Mr. and Mrs. Harbor, Brooklin, and all intermediate gram, adopted by Auburn primarily
f ADRIANNE t
Estella Ida Burgess. Joseph Milton
points, returning same day, at one-way
V
to put men back to work, it was said
La ton Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. R, S. tare
Greenlaw
TODAY
for round trip.
The prices of all 1932 Auburn models
Overture—Ssehool Spirit .......... Sordino
Sherman. Mr. and Mrs. A. J, Murray
HOBART BOSWORTH
Band
Special Sunday round-trip excur
have been slashed drastically under
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mr. and
Presentation of Gifts
WILLIAM COLLIER
sions to Bangor, $2.00; Bar
this program, the price of the big,
Mrs. C. Alton Palmer, Mr. and Mrs.
Ruth Hillis Norton. Oscar Wayne
Harbor, $2.00; Brooklin, J1.50.
NOW SHOWINO
100-horsepower straight-eight brought
in “COUNTY FAIR"
Chapman
John G. Snow and Mr. and Mrs. May
Address to Undergraduates
Correspondingly low excursion
nard Marston. Supt. and Mrs. E. L
to within about $200 of the low priced
“TARZAN THE APE MAN"
John
Fessenden
Miller
rates to intermediate points.
COMING SOON
cars. The Auburn 12-cylinder, 160Toner joined the party in the late aft
Valedictory
A
Paramount
Publix
Theatre
horsepower
models
have
been
reduced
Charlotte Nancy Young
ernoon when a wood basket for thelr
PUBLIX HAPPINESS WEEK
Awarding of Prizes and Diplomas
to a price level of many small eights !
fireplace was presented as a surprise
Class Ode, words by
in the industry.
>
gift in observance of their 25th wed
Charlotte Nancy Young
The result has been a deluge of or
ding anniversary.
Benediction
STEAMSHIP LINES ders from dealers in every section of
March—Lights Out ........................ McCoy
AU Shows On Daylight Time
2.00
6.45
8.45
The class officers: President, John
Boys’ suits all one price, $5.95, at
the country for cars to meet the de
For information, tickets anJ ttatereem
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45
Fessenden Miller; vice president,
mand of buyers who have visited thelr 1
Burpee & lamb’s Anniversary Sale,
reservation! apply ROCKLAND WHARF.
Lawrence Nathan Hopkins; secrenow in progress—adv.
salesrooms, officials said.—adv.
In addition to personal' notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

w<
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Opportunity
Education
Economy .
Lee Academy Opens Its Eighty-Seventh
Year September 6th
This year Lee opens her doors to students outside her
formerly restricted community and invites those
who need the best of preparatory school training to
take advantage ol' the opportunity to secure their edu
cation under teachers whose aim is to develop indi
vidual character as well as foster scholarship and

athletics.
The Total Cost of a Year at Lee, including
Room, Board and Tuition is

$275

Lee offers a preparatory srhool training excelled by
no school in the state at a cost much lower than at any
other school. The s chool is situated in northern Penob
scot County about sixty miles from Bangor in a rich
and beautiful agricultural community. Remarkable
records in the past year in scholarship and athletics
give promise of greater achievements in the future.

Generosity of friends and alumni coupled with the
philanthropic policies of tlie truslees and tlie produc
tion of much of the food supply on the school farm
make tlie low rates possible.

A representative of the school will call at your request.
Information may be secured by addressing the
Principal, Lee Academy, Lee, Maine

ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY, JUNE
GKSS

8RAI3FSS P^-esents

IWDEM

7Ho

shows

Zand 8 pm.

doors open 7and

7

P.M.

SPECIAL ADDED FEATUCES

PRICES'
INCLUDINGQPCUSANO
MENAGERIE-

GEoeoe
AND THE FAMOUS HANNEFOBD FAMILY OF BtOEBS

25f
5Ot

©LJCHC
OWENS
FILM STAB IN PERSON

famous

FAMILY
MEXICAN IMPORTATION
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT! -

I ARGEST circus in (HE VORLO GIVINGPARAPE
GRANDSTAND—CHAIRS—ON—SALE—AT—CIRCUS
TICKET-OFFICE—SHOWDAY—10.30 A. M.

OLll

CIRCUS GROUNDS ON PLEASANT
FREE----- PARKING----- SPACE

tary, Estella Ida Burgess; treasurer,
Charlotte Nancy Young.

Boys’ suits all one price, $5.95, at
Burpee & Lamb's Anniversary Sale,
now in progress.—adv.

ST.

70-74

DANCE
SPRUCE HEAD
Community Hall
Auspices Baseball Club

PUBLIC HAPPINESS WEEK
And How It Will Be Fostered By the
Paramount Publix Theatres

Great as have been the accomplish- '
ments and attractions of Paramount j
Publix Theatres in the past, these are '
all to be surpassed on “Happiness
Week," the week of June 24. There
will be unusual feature attractions at
all theatres and he>re In New England
a special effort is to be made.
There will te surprises galore fo:
patrons; there will be gifts to patrons;
there will be unusual stage and lobby
attractions; there will be everything
needed to make of this the superla
tive show week which the name sig
nifies.
The entire Paramount Publix or
ganization in New England is working
under the direction of G. Ralph Bran}
ton, general manager for New Eng
land, in a determined effort to make
this "Happiness Week” the ■ turning
point from which all their theatres
will march steadily forward to present
new and better programs each week.

ST. GEORGE

TUESDAY, JUNE 21
Music by

K C.’S HARMON1ZERS
FIVE PIECE ORCHESTRA
Square and Round Dances
Men 35c; Ladies 15c

73-74

DANCE
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
9.00 io 12.30

in Pete Edwards’
New Bam
Upper Limerock Street
Music by

Dean’s Orchestra

65-T-74

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician

TeL 136
Boys' suits all one price. $5 95
35 Limerock SL
UPP- Postoflice I
Burpee Ac Lamb's Anniversary Sale, j
63-tf
now in progress.—adv.
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Knight of Rev. Henry R. Rose, who
back in the Nineties was the able
minister at Elm Street Universalist
Church at Auburn, and who was to
be recognized as one of the outstand
ing ministers of that denomination.
Mr. Rose, too, had left Auburn for
New Jersey, where he remained at
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
1 Newark until, in advanced years, he
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
j has retired from active preaching.
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
While some of the cottages are be
ing taken at Southport, apprehension
-------------------------------------------------- j is felt lest this summer does not see
Negro Island
Beals Friday of last week, and came the usual number of summer visitors,
Deputy Commissioner Harold D. back Saturday. Her sister Miss Ber- J But it is yet a little too early to be
King of Washington and Supt. Carl nice D. Beal returned with her for certain. From this station an occaE. Sherman of Portland visited the a short stay as her mother Mrs. Ca- I sional light can now be seen from
station May 26. They came on the lista D. Beal is going to Rockport. ! an occupied cottage at Five Islands.
lighthouse tender Hibiscus, which al Mass., for a visit with her son Austin I while Monday night there were a
so brought material to be used in B. Beal and family, stationed at Cape couple of gleams from McMahan.
Ann Light.
| The steamer Virginia made her first
making repairs.
There were four men camping on i trip from Boothbay Harbor to Bath
Mr. and Mrs. William Manchester
and daughter Bertha of Northeast Green Island last week on a fishing for the season Monday. She came
Harbor and Clara Murphy of trip—Mr. Palley of Bangor. Mr. Spen- j down Tuesday morning from Bath as
Somesvillc were guests for the day cer of Ellsworth. Mr. Leighton ol ' the launch "Norman R," which has
of Keeper Reed and family, Sunday Millbridge and Leeman Alley, acting been on the run, was on her way up
49,9 24 HOMES
•
11,.9 58 FARMS
of last week.
as pilot. They passed Wednesday from Boothbay Harbor, the two meet
Mrs. Sidney Norton and Mrs. Rena evening with Keeper and Mrs. Fa- ing here in the bay in front of the
10,846 STORES AND OFFICES
King of Camden were visitors one gondc, who surely enjoyed their com light with an exchange of salutes.
afternoon and a pleasant time was pany.
The Virginia is not as large a craft
enjoyed by all.
as the old time Wiwurna. Nahanada.
1,8 7 7 INDUSTRIES
Pond Island
Miss Alice Hapworth and Miss
and the two Islanders which used to
Marjory Perry of Rockland and
Fort Popham Light has been I ply here, or the Governor Bodwell, of
Above photo, taken at the Genera! of these new parlor coaches seats 29
Beverly Frye of Camden were recent changed to green; it was formerly Penobscot Bay; but she is a particu
Motors
factory in Pontiac, Michigan Persons and embodies many new
visitors.
red.
larly smart one for her size, and in
tle affects the 10,846 as a whole.
comforts and improvements, includ
Serving 75,000 different customers
Early in the season Nathan Ben
p2C|ai a
jr cushion
There are quite a few summer speed it was nip and tuck between shows five of the new De Luxe type jng
ing fspecial
air
cushion seats,
seats with
And as for the 61,882 farm and
with electric light and power is a
nett with his horse and Oliver visitors at the beach.
her and the second Islander. The motor coaches recently placed in back-rests, upholstered with modernKnight of Camden came and plowed
Basil Lunt is at work here for a few first by that name probably was the service by t'.-.e Maine Cent al Trans- istic mohair plush, inside baggagecity
homes, they arc using over
pretty steady job.
a large garden. Just now the garden j days, and expects to go from here to smartest in Maine history in this portation Company between Portland racks. ventilators, fans mirrors, wide
8
PER
CENT MORE ELECTRICITY
These are all basic enterprises—
looks quite good, considering there Seguin. Keeper and Mrs. Fickett and class.
and Bangor; Bangor and Bucksport, vision windows and other modern
THIS
YEAR
THAN LAST.
has been very little rain.
homes,
industries,
business
estab

Mr. Lunt motored to the center Sunlast Monday forenooh the family and Ellsworth and Bar Haibor. Each conveniences.
Mrs. Reed arrived back at the sta j day of last week.
at Hendricks Head were detlghted to
The modern housewife realizes
lishments, factories, stores, offices
tion June 8 after a few days spent in | Rev.O. J. Guptill called at the light receive a call from Mr. and Mrs. El
that no labor is as cheap as her elec
ROC'KrORT HIGH ALl’MNI
and the like. When it comes night
shopping and calling.
Wednesday of last week.
liott of The Cuckolds. Keeper Elliott
CONVENTION ECHOES
• * * •
The keeper and Mr. Lunt motored has a new Pontiac and it is a "hum
tric cook, her electric sweeper, her
they
turn
on
lights;
in
the
daytime
i to Bath June 8
dinger.” In fact the keeper thinks it Holds Annual Meeting—One of the Aftermath Notes of What the
Burnt Island
electric refrigerator, her electric
they
use
electricity
to
run
their
ma

Largest and Most Enjoyable Ever
Clifford Morons and Russell Morse the handsomest car he has seen
Douglas Larrabee, assistant keeper
iron, and her various other electric
1
called
here
Monday
of
last
week.
chinery,
their
elevators,
their
tele

drive
into
this
yard
since
he
has
been
Grand Army Boys Did
of Spring Point Ledge Light, spent
Approximately 150 members and
U. S. S. Ilex has been doing buoy here. During the afternoon a short
two days' leave of absence with his
household servants that work for as
phones,
their
office
instruments,
guests of the High School Alumni As
This Week
family here at the station, returning work in the vicinity of this station call was made by the Seaveys, also sociation held annual meeting at Ma
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